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Vocational Considerations 

§ 416.960. When we will consider your 
vocational background. 
(a) Generaf If you are age 18 or older and applying for supplemental security income 
benefits based on disability, and we cannot decide whether you are disabled at one of the 
first three steps of the sequential evaluation process (see § 416.920), we will consider your 
residual functional capacity together with your vocational background, as discussed in 
paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section. 

(b) Past relevant work. We will first compare our assessment of your residual functional 
capacity with the physical and mental demands of your past relevant work. See § 416.920(h) 

. for an exception to this rule. 

(1) Definition of past relevant work. Past relevant work is work that you have done within the 
past 15 years, that was substantial gainful activity, and that lasted long enough for you to 
learn to do it. (See § 416.965(a).) 

(2) Determining whether you can do your past relevant work. We will ask you for information 
about work you have done in the past. We may also ask other people who know about your 
work. (See § 416.965(b).) We may use the services of vocational experts or vocational 
specialists, or other resources, such as the "Dictionary of Occupational Titles" and its 
companion volumes and supplements, published by the Department of Labor, to obtain . 
evidence we need to help us determine whether you can do your past relevant work, given 
your residual functional capacity. A vocational expert or specialist may offer relevant 
evidence within his or her expertise or knowledge concerning the physical and mental 
demands of a claimant's past relevant work, either as the claimant actually performed it or as 
generally performed in the national economy. Such evidence may be helpful in 
supplementing or evaluating the accuracy of the claimant's description of his past work. In 
addition, a vocational expert or specialist may offer expert opinion testimony in response to a 
hypothetical question about whether a person wiih the physical and mental limitations 
imposed by the claimant's medical impairment(s) can meet the demands of the claimant's 
previous work, either as the claimant actually performed it or as generally performed in the 
national economy. . 

(3) If you can do your past relevant work. If we find that you have the residual functional 
capacity to do your past relevant work, we will determine that you can still do your past work 
and are not disabled. We will not consider your vocational factors of age, education, and 
work experience or whether your past relevant work exists in significant numbers in the 
national economy. 

(c) Other work. (1) If we find that your residual functional capacity does not enable you to do 
any of your past relevant work or if we use the procedures in § 416.920(h), we will use the 
same residual functional capacity assessment when we decide if you can adjust to any other 
work. We will look at your ability to adjust to other work by considering your residual 
functional capacity and the vocational factors of age, education, and work experience, as 
appropriate in your case. (See § 416.920(h) for an exception to this rule) Any other work 
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(jobs) that you can adjust to must exist in significant numbers in the national economy (either 
in the region where you live or in several regions in the country). 

(2) In order to support a finding that you are not disabled at this fifth step of the sequential 
evaluation process, we are responsible for providing evidence that demonstrates that other 
work exists in significant numbers in the national economy that you can do, given your 
residual functional capacity and vocational factors. We are not responsible for providing 
additional evidence about your residual functional capacity because we will use the same 
residual functional capacity assessment that we used to determine if you can do your past 
relevant work. 

[68 FR 51166, Aug. 26, 2003, as amended at 77 FR 43495, July 25,20121 

11/25/2013 9:50 AM 
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§ 416.962. Medical-vocational profiles 
showing an inability to make an adjustment to 
other work. 
(a) /fyou have done only arduous unskilled physical labor. If you have no more than a 
marginal education (see § 416.964) and work experience of 35 years or more during which 
you did only arduous unskilled physical labor, and you are not working and are no longer able 
to do this kind of work because of a severe impairment(s) (see §§ 416.920(c), 416.921, and 
416.923), we will consider you unable to do lighter work, and therefore, disabled. 

Example to paragraph (a): B is a 58-year-old miner's helper with a fourth grade education 
who has a lifelong history of unskilled arduous physical labor. B says that he is disabled 
because of arthritis of the spine, hips, and knees, and other impairments. Medical evidence 
shows a "severe" combination of impairments that prevents B from performing his past 
relevant work. Under these circumstances, we will find that B is disabled. 

(b) If you are at least 55 years old, have no more than a limited education, and have no past 
relevant work experience. If you have a severe, medically determinable impairment(s) (see 
§§ 416.920(c), 416.921, and 416.923), are of advanced age (age 550r older, see § 416.963), 
have a limited education or less (see § 416.964), and have no past relevant work experience 
(see § 416.965), we will find you disabled. If the evidence shows that you meet this profile, 
we will not need to assess your residual functional capacity or consider the rules in appendix 
2 to subpart P of part 404 of this chapter. 

[68 FR 51166, Aug. 26, 2003] 
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§ 416.963. Your age as a vocational factor. 
(a) Genera/ .. "Age" means your chronological age. When we decide whether you are disabled 
under § 416.920(g)(1), we will consider your chronological age in combination with your 
residual functional capacity, education, and work experience. We will not consider your ability 
to adjust to other work on the basis of your age alone. In determining the extent to which age 
affects a person's ability to adjust to other work, we consider advancing age to be an 
increasingly limiting factor in the person's ability to make such an adjustment, as we explain 
in paragraphs (c) through (e) of this section. If you are unemployed but you still have the 
ability to adjust to other work, we will find that you are not disabled. In paragraphs (b) through 
(e) of this section and in appendix 2 of subpart P of part 404 of this chapter, we explain in 
more detail how we consider your age as a vocational factor. 

(b) How we apply the age categories. When we make a finding about your ability to do other 
work under § 416.920(f)(1), we will use the age categories in paragraphs (c) through (e) of 
this section. We will use each of the age categories that applies to you during the period for 
which we must determine if you are disabled. We will not apply the age categories 
mechanically in a borderline situation. If you are within a few days to a few months of 
reaching an older age category, and using the older age category would result in a 

. determination or decision that you are disabled, we will consider whether to use the older age 
category after evaluating the overall impact of all the factors of your case. 

(c) Younger person. If you are a younger person (under age 50), we generally do not 
consider that your age will seriously affect your ability to adjust to other work. However, in 
some circumstances, we consider that persons age 45A9 are more limited in their ability to 
adjust to other work than persons who have not attained age 45. See Rule 201.17 in 
appendix 2 of subpart P of part 404 of this chapter. 

(d) Person closely approaching advanced age. If you are closely approaching advanced age 
(age 50-54), we will consider that your age along with a severe impairment(s) and limited 
work experience may seriously affect your ability to adjust to other work. 

(e) Person of advanced age. We consider that at advanced age (age 55 or older), age 
significantly affects a person's ability to adjust to other work. We have special rules for 
persons of advanced age and for persons in this category who are closely approaching 
retirement age (age 60 or older). See § 416.968(d)(4). 

(f) Information about your age. We will usually not ask you to prove your age. However, if we 
need to know your exact age to determine whether you get disability benefits, we will ask you 
for evidence of your age. 

[45 FR 55621, Aug. 20,1980, as amended at 65 FR 18001, Apr. 6, 2000; 68 FR 51166, Aug. 
26,2003; 73 FR 64197, Oct. 29, 2008) 
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§ 416.964. Your education as a vocational 
factor. 
(a) General. Education is primarily used to mean formal schooling or other training which 
contributes to your ability to meet vocational requirements, for example, reasoning ability, 
communication skills, and arithmetical ability. However, if you do not have formal schooling, 
this does not necessarily mean that you are uneducated or lack these abilities. Past work 
experience and the kinds of responsibilities you had when you were working may show that 
you have intellectual abilities, although you may have little formal education. Your daily 
activities, hobbies, or the results of testing may also show that you have significant 
intellectual ability that can be used to work. 

(b) How we evaluate your education. The importance of your educational background may 
depend upon how much time has passed between the completion of your formal education 
and the beginning of your physical or mental impairment(s) and by what you have done with 
your education in a work or other setting. Formal education that you completed many years 
before your impairment began, or unused skills and knowledge that were a part of your 
formal education, may no longer be useful or meaningful in terms of your ability to work. 
Therefore, the numerical grade level that you completed in school may not represent your 
actual educational abilities. These may be higher or lower. However, If there is no other 
evidence to contradict it, we will use your numerical grade level to determine your 
educational abilities. The term education also includes how well you are able to communicate 
in English since this ability is often acquired or improved by education. In evaluating your 
educational level, we use the following categories: 

(1) Illiteracy. Illiteracy means the inability to read or write. We consider someone illiterate.if 
the person cannot read or write a simple message such as instructions or inventory lists even 
though the person can sign his or her name. Generally, an illiterate person has had little or no 
formal schooling. 

(2) Marginal education. Marginal education means ability in reasoning, arithmetic, and 
language skills which are needed to do simple, unskilled types of jobs. We generally consider 
that formal schooling at a 6th grade level or less is a marginal education. 

(3) Limited education. Limited education means ability in reasoning, arithmetic, and language 
skills, but not enough to allow a person with these educational qualifications to do most of the 
more complex job duties needed in semi-skilled or skilled jobs. We generally consi.der that a 
7th grade through the 11th grade level of formal education is a limited education. 

(4) High school education and above. High school education and above means abilities in 
reasoning, arithmetic, and language skills acquired through formal schooling at a 12th grade 
level or above. We generally consider that someone with these educational abilities can do 
semi-skilled through skilled work. 

(5)lnability to communicate in English. Since the ability to speak, read and understand 
English is generally learned or increased at school, we may consider this an educational 
factor. Because English is the dominant language of the country, it may be difficult for 
someone. who doesn't speak and understand English to do a job, regardless· of the amount of 
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education the person may have in another language. Therefore, we consider a person's 
ability to communicate in English when we evaluate what work, if any, he or she can do. It 
generally doesn't matter what other language a person may be fluent in. 

(6) Information about your education. We will ask you how long you attended school and 
whether you are able to speak, understand, read and write in English and do at least simple 
calculations in arithmetic. We will also consider other information about how much formal or 
informal education you may have had through your previous work, community projects, 
hobbies, and any other activities which might help you to work. 

11/25/2013 9:51 AM 
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. § 416.965. Your work experience as a 
vocational factor .. 
(a) General. Work experience means skills and abilities you have acquired through work you 
have done which show the type of work you may be expected to do. Work you have already 
been able to do shows the kind of work that you may be expected to do. We consider that 
your work experience applies when it was done within the last 15 years, lasted long enough 
for you to learn to do it, and was substantial gainful activity. We do not usually consider that 
work you did 15 years or more before the time we are deciding whether you are disabled 
applies. A gradual change occurs in most jobs so that after 15 years it is no longer realistic to 
expect that skills and abilities acquired in a job done then continue to apply. The 15-year 
guide is intended to insure that remote work experience is not currently applied. If you have 
no work experience or worked only off-and-on or for brief periods of time during the 15-year 
period, we generally consider that these do not apply. If you have acquired skills through your 
past work, we consider you to have these work skills unless you cannot use them in other 
skilled or semi-skilled work that you can now do. If you cannot use your skills in other skilled 
or semi-skilled work, we will consider your work background the same as unskilled. However, 
even if you have no work experience, we may consider that you are able to do unskilled work 
because it requires little or no judgment and can be learned in a short period of time. 

(b) Information about your work. Under certain circumstances, we will ask you about the work 
you have done in the past. If you cannot give us all of the information we need, we may try, 
with your permission, to get it from your employer or other person who knows about your 
work, such as a member of your family or a co-worker. When we need to consider your work 
experience to decide whether you are able to do work that is different from what you have 
done in the past, we will ask you to tell us about all of the jobs you have had in the last 15 
years. You must tell us the dates you worked, all of the duties you did, and any tools, 
machinery, and equipment you used. We will need to know about the amount of walking, 
standing, sitting, lifting and carrying you did during the work day, as well as any other 
physical or mental duties of your job. If all of your work in the past 15 years has been. 
arduous and unskilled, and you have very little education, we will ask you to tell us about all 
of your work from the time you first began working. This information could help you to get 
disability benefits. 

[45 FR 55584, Aug. 20, 1980, as amended at 77 FR 43495, July 25, 2012] 
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§ 416.966. Work which exists in the national 
economy. 
(a) General. We consider that work exists in the national economy when it exists in significant 
numbers either in the region where you live or in several other regions of the country. It does 
not matter whether-

(1) Work exists in the immediate area in which you live; 

(2) A specific job vacancy exists for you; or 

(3) You would be hired if you applied for work. 

(b) How we determine the existence of work. Work exists in the national economy when there 
is a significant number of jobs (in one or more occupations) having requirements which you 
are able to meet with your physical or mental abilities and vocational qualifications. Isolated 
jobs that exist only in very limited numbers in relatively few locations outside of the region 
where you live are not considered work which exists in the national economy. We will not 
deny you disability benefits on the basis of the existence of these kinds of jobs. If work that 
you can do does not exist in the national economy, we will determine that you are disabled. 
However, if work that you can do does exist in the national economy, we will determine that 
you are not disabled. 

(c) Inability to obtain work. We will determine that you are not disabled if your residual 
functional capacity and vocational abilities make it possible for you to do work which exists in 
the national economy, but you remain unemployed because of-

(1) Your inability to get work; 

(2) Lack of work in your local area; 

(3) The hiring practices of employers; 

(4) Technological changes in the industry in which you have worked; 

(5) Cyclical economic conditions; 

(6) No job openings for you; 

(7) You would not actually be hired to do work you could otherwise do, or; 

(8) You do not wish to do a particular type of work. 

(d) Administrative notice of job data. When we determine that unskilled, sedentary, light, and 
medium jobs exist in the national economy (in significant numbers either in the region where 
you live or in several regions of the country), we will take administrative notice of reliable job 
information available from various governmental and other pUblications. For example, we will 
take notice of- . 
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(1) Dictionary of Occupational Tifles, published by the Department of Labor; 

(2) County Business Patterns, published by the Bureau of the Census; 

(3) Census Reports, also published by the Bureau of the Census; 

(4) Occupational Analyses prepared for the Social Security Administration by various State 
employment agencies; and 

(5) Occupational Oullook Handbook, published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

(e) Use of vocational experts and other specialists. If the issue in determining whether you 
are disabled is whether your work skills can be used in other work and the specific 
occupations in which they can be used, or there is a similarly complex issue, we may use the 
services of a vocational expert or other specialist. We will decide whether to use a vocational 
expert or other specialist. 

11/2512011 9:51 AM 
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§ 416.967. Physical exertion requirements. 
To determine the physical exertion requirments of work in the national economy, we classify 
jobs as sedentary, light, medium, heavy; and vel}' heavy. These terms have the same 
meaning as they have in the Dictional}' of Occupational Titles, published by the Department 
of Labor. In making disability determinations under this subpart, we use the following 
definitions: 

(a) Sedental}' work. Sedentary work involves lifting no more than 10 pounds at a time and 
occasionally lifting or carrying articles like docket files, ledgers, and small tools. Although a 
sedentary job is defined as one which Involves sitting, a certain amount of walking and 
standing is often necessary in carrying out job duties. Jobs are sedentary if walking and 
standing are required occasionally and other sedentary criteria are met. 

(b) Light work. Light work involves lifting no more than 20 pounds at a time with frequent 
lifting or carrying of objects weighing up to 10 pounds. EVen though the weight lifted may be 
very little, a job is in this category when it requires a good deal of walking or standing, or 
when it involves sitting most of the time with some pushing and pulling of arm or leg controls. 
To be considered capable of performing a full or wide range of light work, you must have the 
ability to do substantially all of these activities. If someone can do light work, we determine 
that he or she can also do sedentary work, unless there are additional limiting factors such as 
loss of fine dexterity or inability to sit for long periods of time. 

(c) Medium work. Medium work involves lifting no more than 50 pounds at a time with 
frequent lifting or carrying of objects weighing up to 25 pounds. If someone can do medium 
work, we determine that he or she can also do sedentary and light work. 

(d) Heavy work. Heavy work involves lifting no more than 100 pounds at a time with frequent 
lifting or carrying of objects weighing up to 50 pounds. If someone can do heavy work, we 
determine that he or she can also do medium, light, and sedentary work. 

(e) Vel}' heavy work. Very heavy work involves lifting objects weighing more than 100 pounds 
at a time with frequent lifting or carrying of objects weighing 50 pounds or more. If someone 
can do very heavy work, we determine that he or she can also do heavy, medium, light, and 
sedentary work. -

1lI25120 13 9:52 AM 
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§ 416.968. Skill requirements. 
In order to evaluate your skills and to help determine the existence in the national economy 
of work you are able to do, occupations are classified as unskilled, semi-skilled, and skilled. 
In classifying these occupations, we use materials published by the Department of Labor. 
When we make disability determinations under this subpart, we use the following definitions: 

(a) Unskilled work. Unskilled work is work which needs little or no judgment to do simple 
duties that can be learned on the job in a short period of time. The job mayor may not 
reqlJire considerable strength. For example, we consider jobs unskilled if the primary work 
duties are handling, feeding and offbearing (that is, placing or removing materials from 
machines which are automatic or operated by others), or machine tending, and a person can 
usually learn to do the job in 30 days, and little specific vocational preparation and judgment 
are needed. A person does not gain work skills by doing unskilled jobs. 

(b) Semi-skilled work. Semi-skilled work is work which needs some skills but does not require 
doing the more complex work duties. Semi-skilled jobs may require alertness and close 
attention to watching machine processes; or inspecting, testing or otherwise looking for 
irregularities; or tending or guarding equipment, property, 'materials, or persons against loss, 
damage or injury; or other types of activities which are similarly less complex than skilled 
work, but more complex than unskilled work. A job may be classified as semi-skilled where 
coordination and dexterity are necessary, as when hands or feet must be moved quickly to do 
repetitive tasks. 

(c) Skilled work. Skilled work requires qualifications in which a person uses judgment to 
determine the machine and manual operations to be performed in order to obtain the proper 
form, quality, or quantity of material to be produced. Skilled work may require laying out work, 
estimating quality, determining the suitability and needed quantities of materials, making 
precise measurements, reading blueprints or other' specifications, or making necessary 
computations or mechanical adjustments to control or regulate the work. Other skilled jobs 
may require dealing with people, facts, or figures or abstract ideas at a high level of 
complexity. 

(d) Siems that can be used in other work (transferabilily)-( 1) What we mean by transferable 
skills. We consider you to have skills that can be used in other jobs, when the skilled or 
semi-skilled work activities you did in past work can be used to meet the requirements of 
skilled or semi-skilled work activities of other jobs or kinds of work. This depends largely on 
the similarity of occupationally significant work activities among different jobs. 

(2) How we determine skills that can be transferred to other jobs. Transferability is most 
probable and meaningful among jobs in which-

(i) The same or a lesser degree of skill is required; 

(ii) The same or similar tools and machines are used; and 

(iii) The same or similar raw materials, products, processes, or services are involved. 

(3) Degrees of transferability. There are degrees of transferability of skills ranging from very 
close similarities to remote and incidental similarities among jobs. A complete similarity of all 
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three factors is not necessary for transferability. However, when skills are so specialized or 
have been acquired in such an isolated vocational setting (like many jobs in mining, 
agriculture, or fishing) that they are not readily usable in other industries, jobs, and work 
settings, we consider that they are not transferable. 

(4) Transferability of skills for persons of advanced age. If you are of advanced age (age 55 
or older), and you have a severe impairment(s) that limits you to sedentary or light work, we 
will find that you cannot make an adjustment to other work unless you have skills that you 
can transfer to other skilled or semiskilled work (or you have recently completed education 
which provides for direct entry into skilled work) that you can do despite your impairment(s) .. 
We will decide if you have transferable skills as follows. If you are of advanced age and you 
have a severe impairment(s) that limits you to no more than sedentary work, we will find that 
you have skills that are transferable to skilled or semiskilled sedentary work only if the 
sedentary work is so similar to your previous work that you would need to make very little, if 
any, vocational adjustment in terms of tools, work processes, work settings, or the industry. 
(See § 416.967(a) and Rule 201.00(1) of appendix 2 of subpart P of part 404 of this chapter.) 
If you are of advanced age but have not attained age 60, and you have a severe 
impairment(s) that limits you to no more than light work, we will apply the rules in paragraphs 
(d)(1) through (d)(3) of this section to decide if you have skills that are transferable to skilled 
or semiskilled light work (see § 416.967(b». If you are closely approaching retirement age 
(age 60 or older) and you have a severe impairment(s) that limits you to no more than light 
work, we will find that you have skills that are transferable to skilled or semiskilled light work 
only if the light work is so similar to your previous work that you would need to make very 
little, if any, vocational adjustment in terms of tools, work processes, work settings, or the 
industry. (See § 416.967(b) and Rule 202.00(1) of appendix 2 of subpart P of part 404 of this 
chapter.) 

[45 FR 55621, Aug. 20,1980, as amended at 65 FR 18001, Apr. 6, 2000; 73 FR 64197, Oct. 
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§ 416.969. Listing of Medical-Vocational 
Guidelines in appendix 2 of subpart P of part 
404 of this chapter. 
The Dictionary of Occupational Titles includes information about jobs (classified by their 
exertional and skill requirements) that exist in the national economy. Appendix 2 provides 
rules using this data reflecting major functional and vocational patterns. We apply these rules 
in cases where a person is not doing sUbstantial gainful activity and is prevented by a severe 
medically determinable impairment from doing vocationally relevant past work. (See § 
416.920(h) for an exception to this rule.) The rules in appendix 2 do not cover all possible 
variations of factors. Also, as we explain in § 200.00 of appendix 2, we do not apply these 
rules if one of the findings of fact about the person's vocational factors and residual functional 
capacity is not the same as the corresponding criterion of a rule. In these instances, we give 
full consideration to all relevant facts in accordance with the definitions and discussions 
under vocational considerations. However, if the findings of fact made about all factors are 
the same as the rule, we use that rule to decide whether a person is disabled. 

[45 FR 55584, Aug. 20, 1980, as amended at 77 FR 43495, July 25,2012] 
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§ 416.969a. Exertional and nonexertional 
limitations. 
(a) General. Your impairment(s) and related symptoms, such as pain, may cause limitations 
of function or restrictions which limit your ability to meet certain demands of jobs. These 
limitations may be eXertional, nonexertional, or a combination of both. Limitations are 
classified as exertional if they affect your ability to meet the strength demands of jobs. The 
classification of a limitation as exertional is related to the United States Department of 
Labor's classification of jobs by various exertionallevels (sedentary, light, medium, heavy, 
and very heavy) in terms of the strength demands for sitting, standing, walking, lifting, 
carrying, pushing, and pulling. Sections 416.967 and 416.969 explain how we use the 
classification of jobs by exertionallevels (strength demands) which is contained in the 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles published by the Department of Labor, to determine the 
exertional requirements of work which exists in the national economy. Limitations or 
restrictions which affect your ability to meet the demands of jobs other than the strength 
demands, that is, demands other than sitting, standing, walking, lifting, carrying, pushing or 
pulling, are considered nonexertional. When we decide whether you can do your past 
relevant work (see §§ 416.920(f) and 416.994(b)(5)(vi)), we will compare our assessment of 
your residual functional capacity with the demands of your past relevant work. If you cannot 
do your past relevant work, we will use the same residual functional capacity assessment 
along with your age, education, and work experience to decide if you can adjust to any other 
work which exists in the national economy. (See §§ 416.920(g) and 416.994(b)(5)(vii).) 
Paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) of this section explain how we apply the medical-vocational 
guidelines in appendix 2 of subpart P of part 404 of this chapter in making this determination, 
depending on whether the limitations or restrictions imposed by your impairment(s) and 
related symptoms, such as pain, are exertional, nonexertional, or a combination of both. 

(b) Exertionallimitations. When the limitations and restrictions imposed by your 
. impairment(s) and related symptoms, such as pain, affect only your ability to meet the 
strength demands of jobs (sitting, standing, walking, lifting, carrying, pushing, and pulling), 
we consider that you have only exertionallimitations. When your impairment(s) and related 
symptoms only impose exertional limitations and your specific vocational profile is listed in a 
rule contained in appendix 2, we will directly apply that rule to decide whether you are 
dis·abled. 

(c) Nonexertionallimitations. (1) When the limitations and restrictions imposed by your 
impairment(s) and related symptoms, such as pain, affect only your ability to meet the 
demands of jobs other than the strength demands, we consider that you have only 
nonexertionallimitations or' restrictions. Some examples of nonexertionallimitations or 
restrictions include the following: 

(i) You have difficulty functioning because you are nervous, anxious, or depressed; 

(ii) You have difficulty maintaining attention or concentrating; 

(iii) You have difficulty understanding or remembering detailed instructions; 

(iv) You have difficulty in seeing or hearing; 
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(v) You have difficulty tolerating some physical feature(s) of certain work settings. e.g .• you 
cannot tolerate dust or fumes; or 

(vi) You have difficulty performing the manipulative or postural functions of some work such 
as reaching. handling. stooping. climbing, crawling, or crouching. 

(2) ·If your impairment(s) and related symptoms. such as pain, only affect your ability to 
perform the nonexertional aspects of work-related activities, the rules in appendix 2 do not 
direct factual conclusions of disabled or not disabled. The determination as to whether 
disability exists will be based on the principles in the appropriate sections of the regulations, 
giving consideration to the rules for specific case situations in appendix 2. 

(d) Combined exerlional and nonexerlionallimitalions. When the limitations and restrictions 
imposed by your impairment(s) and related symptoms, such as pain, affect your ability to 
meet both the strength and demands of jobs other than the strength demands, we consider 
that you have a combination of exertional and nonexertionallimitations or restrictions. If your 
impairment(s) and related symptoms. such as pain, affect your ability to meet both the 
strength and demands of jobs other than the strength demands, we will not directly apply the 
rules in appendix 2 unless there is a rule that directs a conclusion that you are disabled 
based upon your strength limitations; otherwise the rules provide a framework to guide our 
decision. 

[56 FR 57947, Nov. 14. 1991, as amended at 68 FR 51166, Aug. 26,2003] 
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Appendix 2 to Subpart P of Part 
404-Medical-Vocational Guidelines 
Sec. 

200.00Introduction. 

201.00Maximum sustained work capability limited to sedentary work as a result of severe 
medically determinable impairment(s). 

202.00Maximum sustained work capability limited to light work as a result of severe 
medically determinable impairment(s). 

203.00Maximum sustained work capability limited to medium work as a result of severe 
medically determinable impairment(s). 

204.00Maximum sustained work capability limited to heavy work (or very heavy work) as a 
result of severe medically determinable impairment(s). 

200.00 Introduction. (a) The following rules reflect the major functional and vocational 
patterns which are encountered in cases which cannot be evaluated on medical. 
considerations alone, where an individual with a severe medically determinable physical or 
mental impairment(s) is not engaging in SUbstantial gainful activity and the individual's 
impairment(s) prevents the performance of his or her vocationally relevant past work. They 
also reflect the analysis of the various vocational factors (i.e., age, education, and work 
experience) in combination with the individual's residual functional capacity (used to 
determine his or her maximum sustained work capability for sedentary, light, medium, heavy, 
or very heavy work) in evaluating the individual's ability to engage in substantial gainful 
activity in other than his or her vocationally relevant past work. Where the findings of fact 
made with respect to a particular individual's vocational factors and residual functional 
capacity coincide with all of the criteria of a particular rule, the rule directs a conclusion as to 
whether the individual is or is not disabled. However, each of these findings of fact is subject 
to rebuttal and the individual may present evidence to refute such findings. Where anyone of 
the findings of fact does not coincide with the corresponding criterion of a rule, the rule does 
not apply in that particular case and, accordingly, does not direct a conclusion of disabled or 
not disabled. In any instance where a rule does not apply, full consideration must be given to 
all of the relevant facts of the case in accordance with the definitions and discussions of each 
factor in the appropriate sections of the regulations. 

(b) The existence of jobs in the national economy is reflected in the "Decisions" shown in the 
rules; i.e., in promulgating the rules, administrative notice has been taken of the numbers of 
unskilled jobs that exist throughout the national economy at the various functional levels 
(sedentary, light, medium, heavy, and very heavy) as supported by the "Dictionary of 
Occupational Titles" and the "Occupational Outlook Handbook/ published by the Department 
of Labor; the "County Business Patterns" and "Census Surveys" published by the Bureau of 
the Census; and occupational surveys of light and sedentary jobs prepared for the Social 
Security Administration by various State employment agencies. Thus, when all factors 
coincide with the criteria of a rule, the existence of such jobs is established. However, the 
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existence of such jobs for individuals whose remaining functional capacity or other factors do 
not coincide with the criteria of a rule must be further considered in terms of what kinds of 
jobs or types of work may be either additionally indicated or precluded. 

(c) In the application of the rules, the individual's residual functional capacity (i.e., the 
maximum degree to which the individual retains the capacity for sustained performance of 
the physical-mental requirements of jobs), age, education, and work experience must first be 
determined. When assessing the person's residual functional capacity, we consider his or her 
symptoms (such as pain), signs, and laboratory findings together with other evidence we 
obtain. 

(d) The correct disability decision (i.e., on the issue of ability to engage in substantial gainful 
activity) is found by then locating the individual's specific vocational profile. If an individual's 
specific profile is not listed within this appendix 2, a conclusion of disabled or not disabled is 
not directed. Thus, for example, an individual's ability to engage in sUbstantial gainful work 
where his or her residual functional capacity falls between the ranges of work indicated in the 
rules (e.g., the individual who can perform more than light but less than medium work), is 
decided on the basis of the principles and definitions in the regulations, giving consideration 
to the rules for specific case situations in this appendix 2. These rules represent various 
combinations of exertional capabilities, age, education and work experience and also provide 
an overall structure for evaluation of those cases in which the judgments as to each factor do 
not coincide with those of any specific rule. Thus, when the necessary judgments have been 
made as to each factor and it is found that no specific rule applies, the rules still provide 
guidance for decisionmaking, such as in cases involving combinations of impairments. For 
example, if strength limitations resulting from an individual's impairment(s) considered with 
the judgments made as to the individual's age, education and work experience correspond to 
(or closely approximate) the factors of a particular rule, the adjudicator then has a frame of 
reference for considering the jobs or types of work precluded by other, nonexertional 
impairments in terms of numbers of jobs remaining for a particular individual. 

(e) Since the rules are predicated on an individual's having an impairment which manifests 
itself by limitations in meeting the strength requirements of jobs, they may not be fully 
applicable where the nature of an individual's impairment does not result in such limitations, 
e.g., certain mental, sensory, or skin impairments. In addition, some impairments may result 
solely in postural and manipulative limitations or environmental restrictions. Environmental 
restrictions are those restrictions which result in Inability to tolerate some physical feature(s) 
of work settings that occur in certain industries or types of work, e.g., an inability to tolerate 
dust or fumes. 

(1) In the evaluation of disability where the individual has solely a nonexertional type of 
impairment, determination as to whether disability exists shall be based on the principles in 
the appropriate sections of the regulations, giving consideration to the rules for specific case 
situations in this appendix 2. The rules do not direct factual conclusions of disabled or not 
disabled for individuals with solely nonexertional types of impairments. 

(2) However, where an individual has an impairment or combination of impairments resulting 
in both strength limitations and nonexertionallimitations, the rules in this subpart are 
considered in determining first whether a finding of disabled may be possible based on the 
strength limitations alone and, if not, the rule(s) reflecting the individual's maximum residual 
strength capabilities, age, education, and work experience provide a framework for 
consideration of how much the individual's work capability is further diminished in terms of 
any types of jobs that would be contraindicated by the nonexertionallimitations. Also, in 
these combinations of nonexertional and exertionallimitations which cannot be wholly 
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determined under the rules in this appendix 2, full consideration must be given to all of the 
relevant facts in the case in accordance with the definitions and discussions of each factor in 
the appropriate sections of the regulations, which will provide insight into the adjudicative 
weight to be accorded each factor. 

201.00 Maximum sustained work capability limited /0 sedentary work as a result of severe 
medically determinable impairment(s). (a) Most sedentary occupations fall within the skilled, 
semi-skilled, professional, administrative, technical, clerical, and benchwork classifications. 
Approximately 200 separate unskilled sedentary occupations can be identified, each 
representing numerous jobs in the national economy. Approximately 85 percent of these jobs 
are in the machine trades and benchwork occupational categories. These jobs (unskilled 
sedentary occupations) may be performed after a short demonstration or within 30 days. 

(b) These unskilled sedentary occupations are standard within the industries in which they 
exist. While sedentary work represents a significantly restricted range of work, this range in 
itself is not so prohibitively restricted as to negate work capability for SUbstantial gainful 
activity .. 

(c) Vocational adjustment to sedentary work may be expected where the individual has 
special skills or experience relevant to sedentary work or where age and basic educational 
competences provide sufficient occupational mobility to adapt to the major segment of 
unskilled sedentary work. Inability to engage in SUbstantial gainful activity would be indicated 
where an individual who is restricted to sedentary work because of a severe medically 
determinable impairment lacks special skills or experience relevant to sedentary work, lacks 
educational qualifications relevant to most sedentary work (e.g., has a limited education or 
less) and the individual's age, though not necessarily advanced, is a factor which significantly 
limits vocational adaptability. 

(d) The adversity of functional restrictions to sedentary work at advanced age (55 and over) 
for individuals with no relevant past work or who can no longer perform vocationally relevant 
past work and have no transferable skills, warrants a finding of disabled in the absence of the 
rare situation where the individual has recently completed education which provides a basis 
for direct entry into skilled sedentary work. Advanced age and a history of unskilled work or 
no work experience would ordinarily offset any vocational advantages that might accrue by 
reason of any remote past education, whether it is more or less than limited education. 

(e) The presence of acquired skills that are readily transferable to a significant range of 
skilled work within an individual's residual functional capacity would ordinarily warrant a 
finding of ability to engage in substantial gainful activity regardless of the adversity of age, or 
whether the individual's formal education is commensurate with his or her demonstrated skill 
level. The acquisition of work skills demonstrates the ability to perform work at the level of 
complexity demonstrated by the skill level attained regardless of the individual's formal 
educational attainments. 

(f) In order to find transferability of skills to skilled sedentary work for individuals who are of 
advanced age (55 and over), there must be very little, if any, vocational adjustment required 
in terms of tools, work processes, work settings, or the industry. 

(g) Individuals approaching advanced age (age 50-54) may be significantly limited in 
vocational adaptability if they are restricted to sedentary work. When such individuals have 
no past work experience or can no longer perform vocationally relevant past work and have 
no transferable skills, a finding of disabled ordinarily obtains. However, recently completed 
education which provides for direct entry into sedentary work will preclude such a finding. For 
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this age group, even a high school education or more (ordinarily completed in the remote 
past) would have little impact for effecting a vocational adjustment unless relevant work 
experience reflects use of such education. 

(h)(1) The term younger individual is used to denote an individual age 18 through 49. For 
individuals who are age 45-49, age is a less advantageous factor for making an adjustment 
to other work than for those who are age 18-44. Accordingly, a finding of "disabled" is 
warranted for individuals age 45-49 who: 

(i) Are restricted to sedentary work, 

(ii) Are unskilled or have no transferable skills, 

(iii) Have no past relevant work or can no longer perform past relevant work, and 

(iv) Are unable to communicate in English, or are able to speak and understand English but 
are unable to read or write in English. 

(2) For individuals who are under age 45, age is a more advantageous factor for making an 
adjustment to other work. It is usually not a significant factor in limiting such individuals' ability 
to make an adjustment to other work, including an adjustment to unskilled sedentary work, 
even when the individuals are unable to communicate in English or are illiterate in English. 

(3) Nevertheless, a decision of "disabled" may be appropriate for some individuals under age 
45 (or individuals age 45-49 for whom rule 201.17 does not direct a decision of disabled) who 
do not have the ability to perform a full range of sedentary work. However, the inability to 
perform a full range of sedentary work does not necessarily equate with a finding of 
"disabled." Whether an individual will be able to make an adjustment to other work requires 
an adjudicative assessment of factors such as the type and extent of the individual's 
limitations or restrictions and the extent of the erosion of the occupational base. It requires an 
individualized determination that considers the impact of the limitations or restrictions on the 
number of sedentary, unskilled occupations or the total number of jobs to which the individual 
may be able to adjust, considering his or her age, education and work experience, including 
any transferable skills or education providing for direct entry into skilled work. 

(4) "Sedentary work" represents a significantly restricted range of work, and individuals with a 
maximum sustained work capability limited to sedentary work have very serious functional 
limitations. Therefore, as with any case, a finding that an individual is limited to less than the 
full range of sedentary work will be based on careful consideration of the evidence of the 
individual's medical impairment(s) and the limitations and restrictions attributable to it. Such 
evidence must support the finding that the individual's residual functional capacity is limited to 
less than the full range of sedentary work. 

(i) While illiteracy or the inability to communicate in English may significantly limit an 
individual's vocational scope, the primary work functions in the bulk of unskilled work relate to 
working with things (rather than with data or people) and in these work functions at the 
unskilled level, literacy or ability to communicate in English has the least significance. 
Similarly the lack of relev'ant work experience would have little significance since the bulk of 
unskilled jobs require no qualifying work experience. Thus, the functional capability for a full 
range of sedentary work represents sufficient numbers of jobs to indicate substantial 
vocational scope for those individuals age 18-44 even if they are illiterate or unable to 
communicate in English. 
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Table No.1-Residual Functional Capacily: Maximum Sustained Work Capabilily Limited to Sedentary Work as 
a Result of Severe Medicallv Determinable ImpaIrment s . ( ) 

Rule Ago Education 
Previous work 

Decision 
experience 

201.01 Advanced age Limited or less Unskilled or none Disabled 

201.02 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills not transferable 1 

201.03 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled Not 
-skills Iransferable 1 disabled 

201.04 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-does not 

Unskilled or none Disabled 
provide for direct entry into skilled work 2 

201.05 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-provides 

...... do 
Not 

for direct entry into skilled work 2 disabled 

201.06 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-does not Skilled or semiskilled 

Disabled 
provide for direct entry into skilled work 2 -skills not transferable 1 

201.Q7 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled Not 
-skills transferable 1 disabled 

201.08 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-provides Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
for direct entry into skilled work 2 -skills not transferable 1 

201.09 
Closely approaching 

Limited or less Unskilled or none Disabled 
advanced age 

201.10 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do . 
-skills not transferable 

201.11 ...... do ._ .... do 
Skilled or semiskilled Not 
-skills transferable disabled 

201.12 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-does not 

Unskilled or none Disabled 
provide for direct entry into skilled work 3 

201.13 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-provides 

...... do 
Not 

for direct entry Into skilled work 3 disabled 

201.14 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-does not Skilled or semiskilled 

Disabled 
provide for direct entry into skilled work 3 -skills not transferable 

201.15 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled Not 
-skills transferable disabled 

201.16 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-provides Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
for direct entry into skilled work 3 -skills not transferable 

201.17 
Younger individual Illiterate or unable to communicate in 

Unskilled or none Disabled 
age 45-49 English 

201.18 ...... do 
Limited or less-at least literate and able to 

...... do 
Not 

communicate in English disabled 

201.19 ...... do Limited or less 
Skilled or semi.skilled 

Do. 
-skills not transferable 

201.20 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills transferable 

201.21 ...... do High school graduate or more 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills not transferable 

201.22 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills transferable 
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Rule Age Education 
Previous work 

DecIsion 
experience 

201.23 
Younger individual Illiterate or unable to communicate in 

Unskilled or none 00.4 
age 18-44 English 

201.24 ...... do 
Limited or less-at least literale and able to 

...... do 00,4 
communicate In English 

201.25 ...... do Limited or less 
Skilled or semiskilled 

00,4 
-skills not transferable 

201.26 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

00.4 
-skills transferabie 

201.27 ...... do High school graduate or more Unskilled or none 00.4 

201.28 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

00.4 
-skills not transferable 

201.29 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

00.4 
-skills Iransferable 

" 202.00Maxlmum sustamed work capability limited to light work as a result of severe 
medically determinable impairment(s). (a) The functional capacity to perform a full range of 
light work includes the functional capacity to perform sedentary as well as light work. 
Approximately 1,600 separate sedentary and light unskilled occupations can be identified in 
eight broad occupational categories, each occupation representing numerous jobs in the 
national economy. These jobs can be performed after a short demonstration or within 30 
days, and do not require special skills or experience. 

(b) The functional capacity to perform a wide or full range of light work represents substantial 
work capability compatible with making a work adjustment to substantial numbers of unskilled 
jobs and, thus, generally provides sufficient occupational mobility even for severely impaired 
individuals who are not of advanced age and have sufficient educational competences for 
unskilled work. 

(c) However, for individuals of advanced age who can no longer perform vocationally relevant 
past work and who have a history of unskilled work experience, or who have only skills that 
are not readily transferable to a significant range of semi-skilled or skilled work that is within 
the individual's functional capacity, or who have no work experience, the limitations in 
vocational adaptability represented by functional restriction to light work warrant a finding of 
disabled. Ordinarily, even a high school education or more which was completed in the 
remote past will have little positive impact on effecting a vocational adjustment unless 
relevant work experience reflects use of such education. 

(d) Where the same factors in paragraph (c) of this section regarding education and work 
experience are present, but where age, though not advanced, is a factor which significantly 
limits vocational adaptability (i.e., closely approaching advanced age, 50-54) and an 
individual's vocational scope is further significantly limited by illiteracy or inability to 
communicate in English, a finding of disabled is warranted. 

(e) The presence of acquired skills that are readily transferable to a significant range of 
semi-skilled or skilled work within an individual's residual functional capacity would ordinarily 
warrant a finding of not disabled regardless of the adversity of age, or whether the . 
individual's formal education is commensurate with his or ,her demonstrated skillievel. The 
acquisition of work skills demonstrates the ability to perform work at the level of complexity 
demonstrated by the skill level attained regardless of the individual's formal educational 
attainments. 
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(I) For a finding of transferability of skills to light work for persons of advanced age who are 
closely approaching retirement age (age 60 or older), there must be very little, if any, 
vocational adjustment required in terms of tools, work processes, work settings, or the 
industry. 

(g) While illiteracy or the inability to communicate in English may significantly limit an 
individual's vocational scope, the primary work functions in the bulk of unskilled work relate to 
working with things (rather than with data or people) and in these work functions at the 
unskilled level, literacy or ability to communicate in English has the least significance. 
Similarly, the lack of relevant work experience would have little significance since the bulk of 
unskilled jobs require no qualifying work experience. The capability for light work, Which 
includes the ability to do ~edentary work, represents the capability for substantial numbers of 
such jobs. This, in turn, represents sUbstantial vocational scope for younger individuals (age 
18-49) even if illiterate or unable to communicate in English. 

Table No.2-Residual Functional Capacity: Maximum Sustained Work Capability Limiled to LIght Work as a 
Result of Severe Medically Determinable Impairment(s) 

Rule Age Education 
Previous work 

Decision 
experience 

202.01 Advanced age Limiled or less Unskilled or none Disabled. 

202.02 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do . 
-skills not transferable 

202.03 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled Not 
-skills transferable 1 disabled. 

202.04 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-does not 

Unskilled or none Disabled. 
provide for direct entry into skilled work 2 

202.05 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-provides for 

...... do 
Not 

direct entry into skilled work 2 disabled. 

202.06 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-does not Skilled or semiskilled 

Disabled. 
provide for direct entry into skilled work 2 -skills not transferable 

202.07 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled Not 
-skills transferable 2 disabled. 

202.08 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-provides for Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
direct entry into skilled work 2 -skills not transferable 

202.09 
Closely approaching Illiterate or unable to communicate in 

Unskilled or none Disabled. 
advanced age English 

202.10 ...... do 
Limited or less-at least literate and able to 

...... do 
Not 

communicate in English disabled. 

202.11 ...... do Limited or less 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills not transferable 

202.12 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills transferable 

202.13 ...... do High school graduate or more Unskilled or none Do. 

202.14 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do . 
-skills not transferable 

202.15 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills transferable. 

202.16 Younger individual 
Illiterate or unable to communicate in 

Unskilled or none Do. 
English 
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Rule Age Education 
Previous work 

Decision 
experience 

202.17 ...... do 
L1miled or less-at least liIerate and able to 

...... do Do. 
communicate in English 

202.18 ...... do limited or less 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do: 
-skills not transferable 

202.19 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills transferable 

202.20 ...... do High school graduate or more Unskilled or none Do. 

202.21 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills not transferable 

202.22 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do . 
-skills transferable .. 

203.00 MaXimum sustamed work oapability limited to medIUm work as a result of severe 
medioally determinable impairment(s). (a) The functional capacity to perform medium work 
includes the functional capacity to perform sedentary. light. and medium work. Approximately 
2,500 separate sedentary, light, and medium occupations can be identified, each occupation 
representing numerous jobs in the national economy which do not require skills or previous 
experience and which can be performed after a short demonstration or within 30 days. 

(b) The functional capacity to perform medium work represents such substantial work 
capability at even the unskilled level that a finding of disabled is ordinarily not warranted in 
cases where a severely impaired person retains the functional capacity to perform medium 
work. Even the adversity of advanced age (55 or over) and a work history of unskilled work 
may be offset by the substantial work capability represented by the functional capacity to 
perform medium work. However, we will find that a person who (1) has a marginal education, 
(2) has work experience of 35 years or more doing only arduous unskilled physical labor, (3) 
is not working. and (4) is no longer able to do this kind of work because of a severe 
impairment(s) is disabled, even though the person is able to do medium work. (See § 
404.1562(a) in this subpart and § 416.962(a) in subpart J of part 416.) 

(c) However, the absence of any relevant work experience becomes a more significant 
adversity for persons of advanced age (55 and over). Accordingly, this factor, in combination 
with a limited education or less, militates against making a vocational adjustment to even this 
substantial range of work and a finding of disabled is appropriate. Further, for persons closely 
approaching retirement age (60 or older) with a work history of unskilled work and with 
marginal education or less, a finding of disabled is appropriate. . 

Table No.3-Residual Functional Capacity: Maximum Sustained Work Capability Limited to Medium Work as a 
Result of Severe Medically Determinable Impairment(s) 

Rule Age Education 
Previous work 

Decision 
experience 

203.01 
Closely approaching 

Marginal or none Unskilled or none Disabled. 
retirement age 

203.02 ...... do Limited or less None Do. 

203.03 ...... do Limited Unskilled 
Not 
qisabled. 

203.04 ...... do Limited or less 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills not transferable 
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Rule Age EducatIon 
Previous work 

Decision 
experience 

203.05 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills transferable 

203.06 ...... do High schaal graduate or more Unskilled or none Do. 

203.07 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-does not Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
provide for direct entry into skilled work -skills not transferable 

203.08 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills transferable 

203.09 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-provides Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
for direct entry into skilled work -skills not transferable 

203.10 Advanced age Limited or less None . Disabled. 

203.11 ...... do ...... do Unskilled 
Not 
disabled. 

203.12 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

00. 
-skills not transferable 

203.13 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

00. 
-skills transferabte 

203.14 ...... do High school graduate or more Unskilled or none 00. 

203.15 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-does not Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
provide for direct entry into skilled work -skills not transferable 

203.16 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

00. 
-skills transferable 

203.17 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-provides Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
for direct entry into skilled work -skills not transferable 

203.18 
Closely approaching 

Limited or less Unskilled or none Do. 
advanced age 

203.19 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills not transferable 

203.20 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills transferable 

203.21 ...... do High school graduate or more Unskilled or none 00. 

203.22 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-does not Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
provide for direct entry into skilled work -skills not transferable 

203.23 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills transferable 

203.24 ...... do 
High school graduat~ or more-provides Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
for direct entry into skilled work -skills not transferable 

203.25 Younger individual Limited or less Unskilled or none 00. 

203.26 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

00. 
-skills not transferable 

203.27 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

Do. 
-skills transferable 

203.28 ...... do High school graduate or more Unskilled or none 00. 

203.29 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-does not Skilled or semiskilled 

00. 
provide for direct entry into skilled work -skills not transferable 

203.30 ...... do ...... do 
Skilled or semiskilled 

00. 
-skills transferable 

q of 10 11125/2013 9:53 AM 
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Rule Age Education 
Previous work 

Decision 
experience 

203.31 ...... do 
High school graduate or more-provides Skilled or semiskilled 00_ 
for direct entry inlo skilled work -skills not transferable . .. 

204.00 MaxImum sustamed work capabIlity /tmlted to heavy work (or vel}' heavy work) as a 
result of severe medically determinable impairment(s). The residual fUnctional capacity to 
perform heavy work or very heavy work includes the functional capability for work at the 
lesser functional levels as well, and represents substantial work capability for jobs in the 
national economy at all skill and physical demand levels. Individuals who retain the functional 
capacity to perform heavy work (or very heavy work) ordinarily will not have a severe 
impairment or will be able to do their past work-either of which would have already provided 
a basis for a decision of "not disabled". Environmental restrictions ordinarily would not 
significantly affect the range of work existing in the national economy for individuals with the 
physical capability for heavy work (or very heavy work). Thus an impairment which does not 
preclude heavy work (or very heavy work) would not ordinarily be the primary reason for 
unemployment, and generally is sufficient for a finding of not disabled, even though age, 
education, and skill level of prior work experience may be considered adverse. 

[45 FR 55584, Aug. 20, 1980, as amended at 56 FR 57944, Nov. 14, 1991; 68 FR51164, 
Aug. 26, 2003; 73 FR 64197, Oct. 29, 2008] 

11125/2013 9:53 AM 



- POLICY INTERPRETATION RULING 

SSR 00-4p: TITLES II AND XVI: USE OF 
VOCATIONAL EXPERT AND 
VOCATIONAL SPECIALIST EVIDENCE, 
AND OTHER RELIABLE 
OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION IN 
DISABILITY DECISIONS 

PURPOSE: 

This Ruling clarifies our standards for the use of vocational expelts (VEs) who provide evidence 
at hearings before administrative law judges (ALJs), vocational specialists (VSs) who provide 
evidence to disability detennination services (DDS) adjudicators, and other reliable sources of 
occupational information in the evaluation of disability claims. Inpatiicular, this ruling 
emphasizes that before relying on VE 01' VS evidence to support a disability detel1uination or 
decision, our adjudicators must: . 

• Identify and obtain a reasonable explanation for any conflicts between occupational 
evidence provided by YEs or VSs and infOlmation in the Dictiollwy of Occupatiollal 
Tilles (DOT), including its companion publication, the Selected Charactel'islics of 
Occupations Defined ill the Revised Dictionwy o/Occupational Tilles (SCO), published 
by the Department of Labor, and 

• Explain in the detellllination or decision how any conflict that has been identified was 
resolved. 

CITATIONS (AUTHORITY): 

Sections 216(i), 223(d)(2)(A), and 1614(a)(3)(B) of the Social Security Act, asamended; 
20 CFR Part 404, sections 404.1566-404.1569,20 CFR Pmt 404, subpart P, appendix 2, § 
200.00(b), and 20 CFR Patt 416, sections 416.966-416.969. 

PERTINENT HISTORY: 

To determine whether an individual applying for disability benefits (except for a child applying 
for Supplement Security Income) is disabled, we follow a 5-step sequential evaluation process as 
follows: 



1. Is the individual engaging in substantial gaitlful activity? If the individual is working and 
the work is substantial gainful activity, we find that he or she is not disabled. 

2. Does the individual have an impairment or combination of impairments that is severe? If 
the individual does not have an impaitment or combination of impaitments that is severe, 
we will find that he or she is not disabled. If the individual has an impairment or 
combination of impaitments that is severe, we proceed to step 3 of the sequence. . 

3. Does the individual's impairment(s) meet or equal the severity of an impairment listed in 
appendix 1 of subpart P of patt 404 of our regulations? If so, we find that he or she is 
disabled. If not, we proceed to step 4 of the sequence. 

4. Does the individual's impairment(s) prevent him or her from doing his or her past 
relevant work (PRW), considering his or her residual functional capacity (RFC)? If not, 
we find that he or she is not disabled. If so, we proceed to step 5 of the sequence. 

5. Does the individual's impairment(s) prevent him or her from performing other work that 
exists in the national economy, considering his or her RFC together with the "vocational 
factors" of age, education, and work experience? If so, we find that the individual is 
disabled. If not, we find that he or she is not disabled. 

The regulations at 20 CFR 404.1566(d) and 416.966(d) provide that we will take administrative 
notice of "reliable job infOlmation" available from various publications, including the DOT. In 
addition, as provided in 20 CFR404.1566(e) and 416.966(e), we lIse YEs and VSs as sources of 
occupational evidence in certain cases. Questions have arisen about how we ensure that conflicts 
between occupational evidence provided by a VE or a VS and infomlation in the DOT (including 
its companion publication, the SCO) are resolved. Therefore, we are issuing this mling to clarify 
our standards for identifying and resolving such conflicts. 

POLICY INTERPRETATION: 

Using Occupational Information at Steps 4 and 5 

In making disability detelminations, we rely primarily on the DOT (including its companion 
publication, the SCO) for infonnation about the requirements of work in the national economy. 
We use these publications at steps 4 and 5 ofthe sequential evaluation process. We may also use 
YEs and VSs at these steps to resolve complex vocational issues.ill We most often use YEs to 
provide evidence at a hearing before an ALI. At the initial and reconsideration steps ofthe 
administrative review process, adjudicators ill the DDSs may rely on VSs for additional 
guidance. See, for example, SSRs 82-41, 83-12, 83-14, and 85-15. 

Resolving Conflicts ill Occupational Infol'mation 

Occupational evidence provided by a VE or VS generally should be consistent with the· 
occupational information supplied by the DOT. When there is an apparent unresolved conflict 
between VE 01' VS evidence and the DOT, the adjudicator must elicit a reasonable explanation 
for the conflict before relying on the VE 01' VS evidence to SUPPOlt a determination 01' decision 
about whether the claimant is disabled. At the hearings level, as part of the adjudicator's duty to 
fully develop the record, the adjudicator will inqllire, on the record, as to whether 01' not there is 
such consistency. 



Neither the DOT nor the VE or VS evidence automatically "trumps" when there is a conflict. The 
adjudicator must resolve the conflict by detelmining if the explanation given by the VE or VS is 
reasonable and provides a basis for relying on the VE or VS testimony rather than on the DOT 
information. 

Reasonable Explanations for Conflicts (or Appal'ent Conflicts) in Occupational 
Information 

Reasonable explanations for such conflicts, which may provide a basis for relying on the 
evidence from the VE or VS, rather than the DOT information, include, but are not limited to the 

. following: 

• Evidence from YEs or VSs can include information not listed in the DOT. The DOT 
contains information about most, but not al\, occupations. The DOT's occupational 
definitions are the result of comprehensive studies of how similar jobs are perfOlmed in 
different workplaces. The term "occupation," as used in the DOT, refers to the collective 
description of those jobs. Each occupation represents numerous jobs. Information about a 
particular job's requirements or about occupations not listed in the DOT may be available 
in other reliable publications, information obtained directly from employers, or from a 
VE's or VS's experience in job placement or career counseling. 

• The DOT lists maximum requirements of occupations as generally performed, not the 
range of requirements of a particular job as it is performed in specific settings. AVE, VS, 
or other reliable source of occupational information may be able to provide more specific 
information about jobs or occupations than the DOT. 

Evidence That Conflicts With SSA Policy 

SSA adjudicators may not rely on evidence provided by aVE, VS, or other reliable source of 
occupational information if that evidence is based on underlying assumptions or definitions that 
are inconsistent with our regulatory policies or definitions. For example: 

• Exeliional Level 

We classify jobs as sedentary, light, medium, heavy and very heavy (20 CFR 404.1567 
and 416.967). These terms have the same meaning as they have in the exertional 
classifications noted in the DOT. 

Although there may be a reason for classifying the exertional demands of an occupation 
(as generally performed) differently than the DOT (e.g., based on other reliable 
occupational infOlmation), the regulatory definitions of exertionallevels are controlling. 
For example, if all available evidence (including VE testimony) establishes that the 
exeliional demands of an occupation meet the regulatory definition of "medium" work 
(20 CFR 404.1567 anc1416.967), the adjudicator may not rely on VE testimony that the 
occupation is "light" work. 

• Skill Level 



A skill is knowledge of a work activity that requires the exercise of significant judgment 
that goes beyond the carrying out of simple job duties and is acquired through 
performance of an occupation that is above the unskilled level (requires more than 30 
days to learn). (See SSR 82-41.) Skills are acquired in PRW and may also be learned in 
recent education that provides for direct entry into skilled work. 

The DOT lists a specific vocational preparation (SVP) time for each described 
occupation. Using the skill level definitions in 20 CFR 404.1568 and 416.968, unskilled 
work corresponds to an SVP of 1-2; semi-skilled work corresponds to an SVP of3-4; and 
skilled work corresponds to an SVP of 5-9 in the DOT. 

Although there may be a reason for classifying an occupation's skill level differently than 
in the DOT, the regulatory definitions of skill levels are controlling. For example, VE or 
VS evidence may not be relied upon to establish that unskilled work involves complex 
dnties that take many months to learn, because that is inconsistent with the regulatory 
definition of unskilled work. See 20 CFR404.1568 and 416.968. 

• Transferability of Skills 

Evidence from aVE, VS, or other reliable source of occupational information cannot be 
inconsistent with SSA policy on transferability of skills. For example, an individual does 
not gain skills that could potentially transfe!' to other work by perfonning unskilled work. 
Likewise, an individual cannot transfer skills to unskilled work or to work involving a 
greater level of skill than the work fi'om which the individual acquired those skills. See 
SSR 82-41. . 

The Responsibility To Ask About Conflicts 

When a VE or VS provides evidence about the requirements of a job or occupation, the 
adjudicator has an affirmative responsibility to ask about any possible conflict between that VE 
or VS evidence and information provided in the DOT. In these situations, the adjudicator will: 

• Ask the VE or VS if the evidence he or she has provided conflicts with infonnation 
provided in the DOT; and 

• Ifthe VE's or VS's evidence appears to conflict with the DOT, the adjudicator will obtain 
a reasonable explanation for the apparent conflict. 

Explaining the Resolution 

When vocational evidence provided by a VE or VS is not consistent with infOlmation in the 
DOT, the adjudicator must resolve this conflict before relying on the VE or VS evidence to 
SUppOlt a detelwination or decision that the individual is or is not disabled. The adjudicator will 
explain in the determination or decision how he or she resolved the conflict. The adjudicator 
must explain the resolution ofthe conflict irrespective of how the conflict was identified. 

EFFECTIVE DATE: 



This Ruling is effective on the date of its publication in the Federal Register. The clarified 
standard stated in this ruling with respect to inquiring about possible conflicts applies on"the 
effective date of the ruling to all claims for disability benefits in which a hearing before an ALJ 
has not yet been held, or that is pending a hearing before an ALJ on remand. The clarified 
standard on resolving identified conflicts applies to all claims for disability or blindness benefits 
on the effective date of the ruling. 

CROSS-REFERENCES: 

SSR 82.41, "Titles IT and XVI: Work Skills and Their Transferability as Intended by the 
Expanded Vocational Factors Regulations Effective February 26, 1979," SSR 82·61, "Titles II 
and XVI: Past Relevant Work··The Particular Job or the Occupation as Generally Performed," 
SSR 82·62, "Titles II and XVI: A Disability Claimant's Capacity to Do Past Relevant Work, In 
General," SSR 83-10, "Titles II and XVI: Determining Capability to Do Other Work·-The 
Medical-Vocational Rules of Appendix 2," SSR 83-12, "Titles II and XVI: Capability to Do 
Other Work--The Medical-Vocational Rules "as a Framework for Evaluating Exertional 
Limitations Within a Range of Work or Between Ranges of Work," SSR 83-14, "Titles II and 
XVI: Capability to do Other Work--The Medical-Vocational Rules as a Framework for 
Evaluating a Combination of Exertional and Nonexeltional Impahments," and SSR 85-15, 
"Titles II and XVI: Capability to Do Other Work-·The Medical-Vocational Rules as a 
Framework for Evaluating Solely Nonexeliional Impairments"; 
AR 90·3(4),837 F.2d 635 (4th Cir. 1987)-Use of Vocational Expelis or Other Vocational 
Specialist in Detelmining Whether a Claimant Can Petform Past Relevant Work-Titles II and 
XVI of the Social Security Act; 
Program Operations Manual System, Part 04, sections DI 25001.001, Dr 25005.001, D1 
25020.00 I-Dr 25020.015, and Dr 25025.001- DI 25025.005. 

---'"~---

ill In accordance with Acquiescence Ruling 90-3(4), we do not use VEs at step 4 of the 
sequential evaluation process in the Fourth Circuit. 
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SSR82-63 

SSR 82-63: TITLES II AND XVI: 
MEDICAL-VOCATIONAL PROFILES 
SHOWING AN INABILITY TO MAKE AN 
ADJUSTMENT TO OTHER WORK 
PURPOSE: To clarify that there are two "medical-vocational profiles" which show an inability 
to make a vocational adjustment to other work (or any work) and which must be considered 
before a disability decision-maker refers to Appendix 2 of SUbpatt P of Regulations No.4 to 
determine whether a claimant can do work which exists in significant numbers in the national 
economy, considering the interaction of the claimant's residual functional capacity (RFC), age, 
education, and work'experience. The characteristics ofthese two profiles are: (I) marginal 
education and long work experience limited to arduous unskilled physical labor and (2) advanced 
age, limited education and no work experience. 

CITATIONS (AUTHORITy): Sections 223(d)(2)(A) and 1614(a)(3)(B) ofthe Social Security 
Act, as amended; Regulations No.4, Subpalt P, sections 404.1505(a), 404. 1520(t), 404.1521, 
404.1545,404.1560,404.1561,404.1562, 404. 1563(d), 404.1564, 404.1565, and 404.1568; 
Appendix 2 ofSubpalt P, Regulations No.4, sections 203.00(b) and (c); and Regulations No. 16, 
Subpalt I, sections 416.905(a), 416.920(t), 416.921, 416.945, 416.960, 416.961, 416.962, 
416.963(d), 416.964, 416.965 and 416.968. 

INTRODUCTION: The law provides that, in order to be found disabled, an individual (except 
for a title II widow, widower, or sUlviving divorc.ed spouse or a title XVI child younger than age 
18 or a "statutorily blind" individual) must have a medically detelminable physical or mental 
impairment(s) of such severity that he or she is not only unable to do previous work but calmot, 
considering his or her age, education, and work experience, engage in any other kind of 
substantial gainful work which exists in the national economy. Sections 404.1520/416.920 of the 
regulations provide a seqtlential evaluation process whereby current work activity, severity and 
duration ofthe impairment(s), ability to do past work, and vocational factors are considered in 
that order. In the fifth and last step ofthe sequential evaluation process, consideration is given to 
the impaired individual's capability to perform other work differing from that of his or her past 
relevant work experience (or, in the case of a person without work experience, his or her 
capability to begin to work). At this step, we consider what the person can do functionally and 
the vocational factors of his 01' her age, education, and work experience. 

Work Experience Limited to Ardllous Unskilled Physical Labo/' 



Regulations issued in 1957 to implement the title II disability program provided for the 
consideration of vocational factors in addition to the primary consideration given to the severity 
ofthe worker's impaitment. 

In 1960, section 404. 1502(c) was added to the regulations as the first specific directive for a 
finding of disability based on both medical and vocational factors. That section described an 

. individual whose vocational limitations are so restrictive that the existence of an impaitment 
which prevents the individual from doing his or her usual level of work would ordinarily justify a 
finding of disability. The provisions offormer section 404.1502(c) are now reflected in sections 
404.1562/416.962 of the regulations. These sections address the claimant who has only a 
marginal education and WOl'k experience limited to 35 years or more of arduous unskilled 
physical labor. Rule 203.01' in Table No.3 of Appendix 2 somewhat approximates the criteria in 
those sections. However, should rule 203.01 be refened to before sections 404.1562/416.962, an 
individual younger than age 60 with a background of35 years or more in unskilled arduous 
physical labor might be overlooked. 

No Work Experience 

Undcr title II, a person must have a significant and recent attaclunent to the work force to acquire 
disability insured status. 

Disability benefits under title XVI were first payable in 1974. Under the title XVI program, 
financial need --low income and resources -- is an eligibility criterion rather than disability 
insured status. However, the disability evaluation standards are essentially the same for both 
titles II and XVI. Since a large mmlber of title XVI claimants have little or no WOl'k history, the 
question arose as to how much adjudicative weight should be given to the absence of work 
experience. The lack of work experience is a vocationally adverse factor in that a person who has 
not been in the labor market has not developed any basic knowledge of work products or 
services, the ability to relate and communicate to supervisors and coworkers, the work habits of 
scheduling time, etc. Recognizing that as a person grows older the ability to compensate for the 
lack of work experience diminishes, the Social Security Administration (SSA) established a 
policy in 1975 which provided that, up to a point, all other factors being equal, claimants without 
work experience and those who have performed only unskilled work would be treated the same. 
That point is advanced age. The policy decision, in effect, directs a finding of disability where a 
person has a severe impahment of any nature, is of advanced age, has only the limited 
educational competence required for unskilled work, and has no work experience at all or no 
recent and relevant work experience. 

Rules 203.02 and 203.10 in Table No.3 of Appendix 2 reflect the policy decision in July 1975 
with respect to persons who have a severe exertional impailment which limits them to the 
medium level of work exetiion. However, should only mles 203.02 and 203.10 be considered, a 
person with a severe nonexertional impairment who is of advanced age, has a limited education, 

. and has no recent and relevant work experience might not be found to be disabled. 

POLICY STATEMENT: When an adjudicator has reached the last step of the sequential 
evaluation process -- sections 404.1520(f)/416.920(f) of the regulations -- he or she must 



consider two medical-vocational profiles which direct decisions of disability before considering 
the numbered rules in Appendix 2 of the regulations. 

I. Work Experience Limited 10 Ardllolls Unskilled Physical Labor 
Sections 404.1562/416.962 of the regulations describe a set of functional and vocational 
limitations which present such an unfavorable vocational profile that an inability to make 
a vocational adjustment to other work may be inferred if the person meets these 
requirements and is not engaging in substantial gainfitl activity. To meet the criteria of 
these sections, the person must have a marginal education and long work experience (Le., 
35 years or more) limited to the perfotmance of arduous unskilled physical labor which 
can no longer be perfonned because of a·severe impairment(s). Careful examination of 
the evidence, including a description of all jobs the individual has held (with sufficient 
details about job content to show any skills involved and the level of physical exertion 
reqnired) is necess'ary to establish whether the individual meets each criterion. 
The adjudicator must make a complete assessment of all the pettinent elements in the 
regulations. While there is room for judgment in determining whether the criteria of 
sections 404.1562/416.962 are met, judgment cannot be used to substitute for basic 
documentation, to broaden the intent of the regulations, or to disregard specified criteria. 
Rule 203.01 of Appendix 2 contains criteria which somewhat approximate those in 
sections 404.1562/416.962. When neither set of criteria is met, a substantive decision 
regarding disability requires an assessment of the person's capacity for other work on the 
basis of the principles and defmitions in the regulations and rules other than 203.0 I in 
Appendix 2. 

Severity of Impairmenf 

For the purpose of evaluation under sections 404.1562/416.962 ofthe regulations, an impaitment 
must be severe and prevent the performance of arduous physical labor. It is necessary to assess 
the person's RFC and to relate it to the physical and mental demands of his or her arduo<ls work 
background. 

HislOlY of ArdllOIlS Unskilled Work 

The individual's work history must have the following characteristics: 

a. Duration of Work Experience 35 Years or More 
This criterion assures that the person has a long-tenn commitment to work which is 
arduous and unskilled. 
b. Arduous Work 
Arduo\ls work is primarily physical work requiring a high level of strength or endurance. 
No specific physical action or exettionallevel denotes arduous work. While arduous 
work will usually entail physical demands that are classified as heavy, the work need not 
be described as heavy to be considered arduous. For example, work involving lighter 
objects may be arduous if it demands a great deal of stamina or activity such as repetitive 
bending and lifting at a very fast pace. Thus, there is room for judgment in deciding 
whether this criterion is mel. 



c. Unskilled Work 
Unskilled work consists of simple duties which require little or no judgment and may be 
learned in a shOtt period of time (see sections 404.1568(a)/416.968(a) of the regulations 
for further discussion). The judgment that work is unskilled must be based on facts which 
describe fully the nature and extent of vocational competences necessary to the 
perfOlmance of the job duties. 
Employment in semiskilled or skilled work generally would rule out the application of 
sections 404.1562/416.962 ofthe regulations. Isolated, brief, or remote periods of 
experience in semiskilled or skilled work, however, would not preclude the applicability 
ofthese regulations when such experience did not result in skills which enhance the 
person's present ability to do lighter work. Also, periods of semiskilled or skilled work 
may come within the provisions of these regulations if it is clear that the skill acquired is 
not readily transferable to lighter work and makes no meaningful contribution to the 
person's ability to do any work within his or her present functional capacity. (See 
examples in sections 404.1562/416.962.) When the transferability of the skill may be 
subject to question, the case should be evaluated under the provisions of sections 
404.1568( d)/416.968( d). 

Marginal education 

Marginal education (sections 404.1564(b )(2)/416.964(b )(2) of the regulations) indicates 
that the person may not have attained a level of development in reasoning, arithmetic, and 
language which would suggest a vocational potential for more than unskilled work. 
Generally, an individual is considered to have a marginal education if he or she has no 
more than a sixth grade elementary school education. However, the level of fOlmal 
education is not conclusive of a person's vocational competence. The responsibilities and 
tasks of past employment may demonstrate a higher level of competence than that 
indicated by his or her formal schooling. Conversely, a person may have attended school 
beyond the sixth grade, but other evidence may establish capability for reasoning, 
arithmetic, and language which does not, in fact, exceed the"marginal" criterion. 
(Where an individual with this profile can perform arduous unskilled physical labor, see 
SSR 82-62 (PPS-80: A Disability Claimant's Capacity to Do Past Relevant Work, in 
General).) 
2. Special"No Work Experience" Cases 
An SSA policy decision of July 7, 1975, provided that, up to the point of advanced age, 
persons without work experience and those who have performed only unskilled work will 
be given the same consideration. Recognizing that advanced age (55 or older) is a critical 
point for a vocational adjustment in that a person would have much difficulty in learning 
and doing activities not previously performed, SSA decided that a special policy should 
apply to disability claimants and beneficiaries who are of advanced age and have no 
recent and relevant work experience. 
Generally, individuals are considered as having no recent and relevant work experience 
when they have either perfOtmed no work activity within the 15-year period prior to the 
point at which the claim is being considercd for adjudication, or the work activity 
performed within this IS-year period does not (on the basis of job content, recency, or 
duration) enhance present work capability. 



All such cases requiring vocational consideration must be decided on the basis of whether 
the individual's RFC, age, education, and lack of work experience are compatible with an 
adjustment to competitive remunerative work. Although the absence of relevant work 
experience represents an adverse vocational consideration, the adjudicative weight to be 
ascribed to this factor must be viewed in the context of the substantial numbers of 
unskilled jobs in the national economy which involve only simple job duties that can be 
leal'11ed in a short period of time and require no previous qualifying work experience. 
Therefore, the absence ofwOl'k experience can be evaluated only in the context of the 
range of work the individual can do functionally and of the other vocational factors of 
age, education and training. The following adjudicative guidelines provide a perspective 
for evaluating the interaction of the functional and vocational variables in cases involving 
individuals without work experience: 
Generally, the RFC to perfOlm a wide range of light work represents sufficient capacity 
to engage in substantial work for the individual who is not of advanced age and can 
communicate, read, and write on a marginal educational level. 
Generally, where an individual of advanced age with no relevant work experience has a 
limited education or less, a finding of an inability to make a vocational adjustment to 
sUbstantial work will be made, provided his or her impaitment(s) is severe, i.e., 
significantly limits his or her physical or mental capacity to perform basic work-related 
functions. 
In the cases involving individuals of advanced age, the only medical issue is the existence 
of a severe medically detelminable impairment. The only vocational issues are advanced 
age, limited education or less, and absence of relevant work experience. With affirmative 
findings of fact, the conclusion would generally follow that the claimant or benefLCiary is 
under a disability. If all the criteria of this medical-vocational profile are not met, the case 
must be decided on the basis of the principles and definitions in the regulations, giving 
consideration to the rules for specific case situations in Appendix 2. 

EFFECTIVE DATE: The policy explained herein was effective on August 20, 1980, the date 
the regulations covering the basic policy in the subject area were effective (45 FR 55566). 

CROSS-REFERENCES: Program Operations Manual System, Part 4 (Disability Insurance 
State Manual Procedures) sections DI 2041C, 2381, and 2387B.6. 
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United States Department of Labor 
office of Administrative ~aw Judges Law Library 

Nolo: The DOrm.s cre<lted 1:1{ the Employment and Tralnhg Admilktratloo, and V0'3S 13st updoted In 1991, It MS beelllep!ared 17,lhe Q!liff. 

OlctlOli4~~OPOCCup~noIiAt mUS(4th t~y ~.".l991) "4PP~IiDl}(D' 

APPENDIXB 

EXPLANAlION OF DATA, PEOPLE, AND THINGS 

Hoch 01 tho Infonnatloo 11\ this p.tbUcatk)n is based 00 the premise !hat everyjOO requires a v.'Otker to function, to somo !:kglee, In relation to Data, People, and lh~. These 
rel3~ are ~1ifIed and expI.a1oOO bekt ..... They appear III the fCtm of ttYee listings ilrranged 10 each instance from the relatively sI~ to the comp'.a: In such a manner
that each SlJ((eWo.oe relaUooshlp ioclUt3es those lh.:It are slmplet aNJ ex~ the more complex. (As each of the relaUonsllips to People represents a w'.oo range 0( COil1j)Iexity, 
resulting In eoo:s..lderab!e ovetlap armog oroJpatiorls, their arrangefi'lE(\t fS soroov"'I3t a(1)iwry and can be considered a hSmrchv only In the 1TIOSt geoet<:ll sense.) 100 
;1enUfatb"ts aUathed to these relatkxtshlps are referred to as Worker f\loctlOl\s, and pr<rMe standard tetmiooklgy (0( use In wmmariz'.og how a worker functions 00 the job. 

100 fourth, Mlh, and sixth digits of the OCOJpaHooaI code reflect relatiooshlps to Data, ~,ard Things, respectively. These Olglts expreSs a jOb's relatIOnship to D.lta, 
~, aoo Th1r.gs bot ldeotify'..og the highest appropriate foo:Uoo'" each llstng shown In the rofuh'log labl.e: 

DATA (4th Digit) )?HQPLE (5th Digit) TI1IRGS (6th Digit) 

o SYnthesizing 
1 Coordinating 
2 Analyzing 
3 Corrpiling 
4 Corrputing 
5 Copyinq 
6 Comparing 
7 Serving 

o Hentoring 
1 HegoUating 
2 Ingtl:ucting 
J Supervising 
<I Diverting 
5 persuading 
6 speaking-Signalling 
"1 Handling 
a Taking Instructions

Helping 

Daflnltlons of Worker Fundlons 

o Setting Up 
1 Precision Working 
2 Operating-Controlling 
3 Driving-Operating 
<I Hanipulating 
5 Tending 
6 Feeding-Of£bearing 

DATA: Infonootioo,I<J")o'/I.Edge, and C()OCept)ons, re!.ated to data, poop!.e, Of thVigs, obta!oo:J by observatlorl, ilvcstlga.Uoo, IntetpretaUoo, vi-soafizaUon, and fI1€fItal Clea\loo. 
Data are "'ta~ 30d kldode nurnbe1s. v.urds, symbOOo, Ideas, ~pts, and oral vcrbaRzation. 

o Synthesi~ing: Inlegra\i)!} analyses of data to rlisco'ler facts aoo/O( deo.oelop I<.ncHJedge 00I'ICept$ or tntarpcetatiorts. 

1 Coordinating: Detennlslk)9 time, p!a<:e, and sequence of opetatioos oc action to be tal(en ()(l the I»s!s of ar\alysis of data; executing deletmlnatlons and/or rep:)rtiog ()(l 

"'"""'. 
2 Analyzing: oornnlng aoo evaluatng data. Presenting altemalNe actloos in relation to the evalvatioo is (reqJently 1I1votved. 

3 COmpiling; G1theMg, ooOating, or dasslfyV'lg WOfmatioo aOOut data, ~, or th\ng$. Rep:)rtlrig aOO/or carrying oot a presoil:ed action In retaUon to the Irlfo(lruUoo f'> 
frequently VI\'Qo\'£'d. 

4 Computing: Petfocmh:;J arilhme& operations aoo rep;>rting ()(I aOO/or <GnyV'lg oot a prescribed action In reiatloo to them. Does root krl.Jde coonliilg. 

6 ComJ)<lrtng: JlJdgng the readily obseM!ble functional, sbUctlJi<lJ, or <:ompOSiUooal chaoo«\!tJcs ( .... nether simiiar to or divergent (rom oo;ioOS slaooards) of data, peop~, 
orth!ngs. 

PEOPLE: Human beingSj also anImals dealt with 00 all Individual basis as Wthey we{e human. 

o Mentoring: Dealing with tndivi<mls In tetms 0( thelr tot<ll pcrsorI3rrty In 01"00- to advise, (()IJClSel, and/or g\llde them with reg:.rd to plob'.ems that may be reso.\"ed 11{ 1e9a1, 
sdentiflc, dlnlcal,5P'ritual, aOO/or other profes.slooal ¢odp\es. 

1 Negotiating; Exchanglog )1eas, Informatloo, and opinions with otheis to formu\.3.te plfdes and programs: and/or arrive jl~Uy at dc(isIOoS, Coodusbns. or so).rtions. 

2 JnstfUcting; Teaching subject matter to oUlets, or tralnng others (Vrludiog arumals) through explanation, dernonstraUoo, and supeiVlsed practice; or making 
recoolrnendationsoo tM basis of t£dJ.nJcaI dlsdJ*res. 

3 Supervising: De.termVlk1c;J or Int~tlng wocx PUx:edLXes fO( a group 0( woo:'€fS, assigning spc<:ifIc dvUes to them, malotaln'd'!Q hatmoo!ous relations arri009 them, and 
~ing effldeocy. A VMlety of respxlSibilitles \$ k'lw),\"ed 10 this fuoctlon. 

4 Diverting: ArrtJsng others, usu.3lly though the mc-d'ium 0( stage, scrEEn, tele%lon, or radio. 

5 Pen;uadlng: fnflueocing others In fa\'Of of a proouct, seMce, or polnt 0( W: ..... 

1112512013 9:57 AM 
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7 Serving: AIt~ 10 the l'\ee& or requests of people or animals or the expr~ or fmplkl't ~ rJ~. Immediate respooso Is 1n~'vOO. 

8 Taking Instructions·Helplng; Attending to the work asslgoment \f\stnx.t.Ions or orders of superrtsor. (110 knmedBte resp:>OSe r'e<}\Jv-ed uruess darilkalbl of lrutrtJctions 
or orders Is neEded.) Hefp;ng aWes to "oordeamki9- hdpetS. 

THINGS: IMIl'mate objects as d!st!()guished {fom human beings, substances ()( materials; and machines, tods, equipment, wo.-k aids, and prcdocts. A thng is tangib~ aod 
has srnpe, (Oim, and other physkal characteristics. 

o SeUlng Up: Prepamg rnac1)K'.es (or Equlpmelt) for operation 11/ Jl'.ilM\ng ordet of ~~'e madlne opetaUoos/ illstallilg and adjusUng tools and othef mach!M 
COO1p)l)eflts, adjusting the posiUon of wo(kplece or material, setting contrcis, and veti(yVvJ aa:uracy of moc.hI1e apablWes, IXcpertJes of materialsj and shop ~ctX:es. Uses 
lOO~, equJpment, <ioo wori< aids, weR as pre(isoo g.aOQCs and rnca.suriog Instruments. Workers \\00 set up one or a number of machines (Of other w«kes or who set up and 
p"rsooaUy operate a varlety of madlm are frldI:o:J.ed here. 

1 Predslon Woridng: Us-l'lg txxtt n'IeO'Ibefs artJ/or too~ «wo.1c akls to v.00c, move, g.OOe, or p!are ob}ects or materials in situations where ultimate ~b1~ for the 
attaInment of standards OCClIfS and se~ rJ appropriate tools, ob}eds, or maternls, and the adprunent 0( the tool to the task require exffelse of ~)Jdgrnen.t. 

2 Operatlng+Controlllng: Starting, stow!rlg, (ooW.!ilg, and adjusting the ptUgtes.s of Crech1nes (Y equipment. Operating machines Involves setUog up and adjusting the 
machoo or malerial{s) as the vlOll<. j't"Ogfesses. Cootrotllrlg In..wes obsetving gauges, diak, etc., and tOOling vat.-es and othe-r deYkes to regulate (actors such as tffTIperature, 
pcessure, flow rJ liqJkls, speed of pumps, and reactioos of materials. 

3 Ddvlng·operaUng: Stilrtk'\g, stOPP<Jlg, aoo (OfItro{llnq the actions of m.xhnes or equjpment (or whldl a coorse must 00 steered or whldl must be gt.!!ded IG cootroll.he 
roovement of \hbgs IX pe<¢l for a variety of PJrtmeS. Involves stICh activities as observtq gouges and o!3k, estimating distances and deletmlnhg.speed and direction of 
otherobjeds, turning crar.ks and ",heels, aoo pushing 0/" pulling gear lifts ot' Ie'iefs. Jndudes wch mach'oos as Clanes, <oovt)'Ol' systems, tre<tOfS, fwla<e-dlarg1ng 1TIOCh!oes, 
Pl'o'itlg lll3Choo, and hoisting ma<hhes. ExOOdes mal'lU3lly poweted machnes, such3S reodb'\Jd<s and OO&ies, and p<1He(+ilSSl$led mochlnes, well as electrlc~1S 
aoo handtrucks. 

4 Manipulating: Usbg 00dy meni:ers,looIs, C( special devices to \\~ IDO'.'!!, gu:de, or pta<e ob}ects or matefJa~. J~'e$ some latitude ror jlJdgmenlwilh regard to 
rredslon alta10ed and selecting appropJale tool, object, or matetial, a~ thk is re-ad!ly manifest. 

5 Tending: Starting, stopp:ng, and OOseiWlg the fur.ctOOi'lg cl machines and equ/p(r.ent. JrrlONes adjUSting mawlals 0( COI"IltOls 0( the machloo, such as dlaogfo:J gvi6e$, 
oojJstvlg til1'lffS ood teffi}.E'fi!tufe gauges, tumilg valves to alb.., flow of materials, ard (I¢m s-. ... itches h response to ights. uttJe judgment Is fllvolved in rm~ng these 
adpstments. 

6 Feedlng·OHbeadng: Inserttog, thrO'o'(W)g, clvmPtl9, or p!a<;1ng materials In or removing them from machines 0( equ'pme11t which are automatic or teOOed or opetaled by 
other .... 'Ot'kecs. 

7 Handltng: Using b:rly members, harY.itoots, aOOlor wed» deVICeS to .... 'Oric,.IllOVe', or cany objects or materials. Involves IltUe or no latitude (or Judgment with regard to 
attalnlTleilt 0( standards or In se1ectlog appropriate i00i", ob~, or materials. 
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United states Department of Labor 
Office of Admlnlstratl.e Law JUdge. Law LIbrary 

Note: The OOTwa.s created by the Empktjment and Tralnilg Mmi'ltstralb'l, 2nd was bst updated to 1991. It has been repta<:ed 'r1/ the Q!illI. 

I. DATE OF ':A5l UPDAU (DlU) 

blenO/lAltY O~ OCCUP47l01i4( mus (4th ~d., Rev. 199V •• 4PPfIiD!X C 

APPENDIX C 

COMPONENTS OF THE DEFlNlTlON TRA1LER 

Usted as the: tiMl elemeflt In the wile" fc&wMg the denoitlon, the Date Cot last Update bdkates the kist year 1fl .... hkh material was gathered for that oc.rup.ltiOn. A DlU or 
a77~ would indicate that the ocrupatiOfl has not been studled by an analyst since p:.lblkatlccloT the (oorth editioo DOT In 1971. 

II, SP':CIFICVOCATlOHAl PRI:PARATIOH (SVP) 

5'i>e<iflC VocaUoclal Prepar.HIoo is deflOed as the amount 01 lapsed time required by a lypkal \\\Xker to \eilm the \edUl~, acquire the Io1rormatloo, and develop the fuciity 
needed for ave.-ag.e p;!rformance tI a spedfic job-\\«ker situatbl. 

This tra~L1g may be (l(Q'Jifed in a :schooI-, worl<, miRary, l.n$ti\utJonaJ, or vo::atiooa.! envIrooment, It does oot lot/ude the oOOltatlon tilOO requvoo 01 a fully cpaliRed \\xrl<er to 
1::erome accustOllled to the spedal cooditioils of any IWH);:C. Specific vccafun.al troln!.og Ioc~s: vocational edocalioo, aj)Snnti:eshlp traltlltYJ, In'~f'lt trak1ht), oo·the·jcb 
tramlng/ and essroUaI experleflce kl other Pbs. 

a. Vocatiof'lal edocalb1 (h~ school: romlT.erdal or shop tralt\lngj tedmlcal school: art sd"OO: aM that part 01 roi~ tralnlng v.tlkh ts ocgantzed around a spedfic wcatlonal 
objective); 

b. i\Wlen\iceship training (for appreoUceable jobs 01}f); 

c. In'p!3nt traln~ (organized dasscOOffi study p"11Jid€d 17f M employer); 

d. On·the-job training (sel\'ilg as learner ¢( tr'a00e on the}Xl under the hstn.lctlon of a rpa,1ifIed'MXke.-); 

e. EsseoUal experience n other):Os (serving In less respoo.s<He jobs which lead to the h'o;toer!}fade):::b Of seNIng In other Jobs v.hich qualify). 

Laval 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

Tl .. 
Short de~Dnstration only 
Anything beyond short demonstration up to and including 1 month 
Over 1 month up to and including 3 months 
Over 3 months up to and including 6 months 
OVer 6 months up to and including 1 year 
Over 1 year up to and including 2 years 
Over 2 years up to and including 4 years 
Over 4 years up to and including 10 years 
Over 10 years 

Uote: The levels of this scale are mutually exclusive and do not overlap. 

111. GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVElOpHun (GED) 

Genera! Edocatlooal ~l embca<es those aspects (J edocaUon (roum! aM fnfOO'llaI) which are required of the y,'Ocl<et (or salisfa<tOl)' Job p:cfctrIl3OCt'. This Is 
Wuca\J:lo of a geroal nature v.tt:di 00es not have a recogn1z«l, faViy spedflCoccvpatkoal oojectNe. orornan1y/ such educaHon is obtailoCd In elemEfltaly!dlool, high sdlool, 
orco!\ege. tkYNe'{f(,lt may beobtalnCd from e>.perlence aooself·ShJdy. 

100 GfD s<a\e is ~ of Uvee dMslons: Reasoning DeVelopment, r.tathema~al DeYe\oprllrot, aod language Development The descrl{:too of the wO:::m: levels of 
language and mathematical developmeot are based on the (OO;Ma laU9ht In sctms Uvooghoot the I..k\ited Stales. hi all3lysls of mathematics (OOrses .... S(hooI wrrbJla 
reveals distinct levels of pn)JresWl In the primary and seroodaf'{ grades aod 10 coI\ege. These levels of p'o;!ression fodlitated the S(!lection and aWgnIOOlt of six: levelS or 
GED for the mathematlcill re.-elop(nent s<ale. 

Hah'a'er, though ~courses folbw a similar pattern of proges;mln prlmalY and ~ry sdlooI, partiro!arfy il!eamk1g arxJ aWflog the pfindp'.es ofgcammar, this 
p.1tlem <hangoeS at the coIiega Ie'.-el. lhe dlverslty 01 taJ"9Xl9l! cot.IfSeS offered at the ro!'€ge level predOOes the eitabUsh.meflt of distinct levels of I30g0JO.ge progression for 
these four years. ~Uy, 19~ development is limited to fMa dertne<i Ievek: of GEO irkl-smu<h as ~'e!s 5 arxl6 share a common doerlflilOO, even trough they are 
orsUnct levels. . 

Scale of General Education Development{GED) 

06 LEVEL REASOrtlNG DEVELOPMENT 

1112512013 9;58 AM 
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musbll OOI:es, etc.) In lis most difrlo.rlt !=hases. Deill \'iith" ~rtety ()f abstract and cOfXt~te vanab-~. AppreI:e1d the: most abstruse classes 01 coo:::ep{s. 

06 MATfIEMATJCAl DEYI!lOPMENT 

hNaoced C<l1cvhIs: 

WOfk with limits, OJOtiouity, real number systems, rneiln value theorems, and Imp/kit fuoctloru theo.'~ms. 

Nooem AgeIxa: 

ApfA'y fulld.3lll€Otal coocepts Of theories of groups, Mgs, ood fields. Won: with cd'fere«tial eqwUons, linear algebra, InFllile SI2rles, adwoce::l Dpe(atiofls rmlliOOs, aM ft.trlcfu{\S 
()f real aod cornp1ex variables. 

Statis6cs: 

06 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

Same as lwei 5. 

os l.eVeL REASOliiNG DEVElOPMENT 

App.'y pmdp!es of klglcal or ~tilk th'nlOOg to deflOO prob:ell'lS, (01.~ dala, flStabtish facts, and draw wild coodusbos. JntE'fpn!t an extl'1lSlve variety of ted"lnJGJI 
\"6tnJct.ioos in malhe:malkal or (fia,gr<lmmatlc form. Deal yoM severa! abstract. and (Qr)(fete variables. 

os MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT 

A""""': 

cakulus: 

"Wi (()fJ(E'pts of analytic geometry, differenliatio(1s, and Integration 0( a\getvolc functjoos Vo',1h aw/ic<ltoos-. 

staltstii:s: 

J.WJ mathematkal <lpe/CItioos to freqJeocy distribotloos, reliability and ¥aMity of tests, oOnnal ruNe, analysis of varlatKe, COrrelatloo techfl'o.pe$, chi-square applk.ation and 
sarnplilg theory, and (actor ana/'jSt>. 

as LANGUAGE DEVELOPMErn 

Reading: 

Rrod Metarure, 00ck and ptly rev}eViS, sdentiflC and tedYi!caljoornals, abstracts, financial rep:vts, and ~I documents. 

WfiUng: 

Write 11O\'e1s, pI.a'fS, edil.orlals, joomals, spe«hes, manuals, crltlqJes, poetJy, and songs. 

*aklog: 

Coversant in the lhrory, prfnd~, and metfx:ds of effective and petSUasNe ss:eaklog, 't'Oke and ddlor1, phonetics, and oiS(USS1oo and debate. 

MlEVEL REASOlliNG DEVHOPI-IEHT 

/.p(J.'y Jrix:rp.!es of ratici\al systems to solve JY?(UcaI jXO!»ems ard deal with a variety of <OIXTete vari.;llk$ Wl SftWtions: \mere only I!mitEd standanflzatbfl erlsls, Interpret a 
variety of instructions fumlshed In writen, oral, oJagr<lO'lmatic", Of schedu!e form. (Examp~ of rauooal systems 1rx!oJde: ~, kltemal comoostion enghesl el«trtc 
v.Ying systems, house buikling, fum managerrent, ard rnY.ga.tlon.) 

04 MATHEMATICAL DEVElOPH£NT 

Algelxa, 

()MI Viith system of real numbers; lhear, q\.lil4atic, faUooaI, e:q:ooential, bg.alithmk', angle and (kcu~r fuoctkm, and ilYerse funcOOos; related a~a): so.'uUoo cf 
I:qWloos and !oeqlJaliDes; fmJI.s and OOI'Itiouityj and probability and statistkalll1fe1'ffiO'!. 

&:oo..!l<y, 

DEducti'.'e ilXIomatk geometry, plane and soIiJ, and rectangu!;3r COOfolnates, 

SI>:>p Haih: 

Pmcthtl a~icatloo of fractions, pNCentages, ralio and ~, meaSlIll"ment, logarithms. slide rule, pt'OCtit:al algetra, geometri:: CI>nStrlxOOn, and essmtials of 
trigooomelr{. 
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04LAHGUAGf DEVElOPJoIEHT 

Rea<lir.g: 

Read 1'IO'.'cls, poems, ne\vspap.!tS, peIioOx:als, j:HJmaLs, manua~, dklbrlarles, thesauruses, and eoc)'Cklpe05aS. 

Wnllng, 

Prep3re OOi.Oess le:tt~s, exp:lSiHons, summa~. and rep:lfls, ushg pr~ (onnat and conforming tel elf rules cl p.mctuatJon, gtamrl'\3f, ddion, and styJe. 

*aklng: 

Partklpate In p.3I'Iei dlS(o$Sklr\s, (kamatuatk>os, and ~bates. Spe:a!c. extempor.m~(:MJstt on a variety eX subjects. 

03 LEVEL REASONING DEVElOPMENT 

Ar>fJo'i (OO'IITOOseose IK'IdastalXl'1'I9 to (any out lostruct.Jons fumlshed In .... Titten, oral, or d\3gfammatlc form. Deal with prob'.ems 1m'Ol'vng several coouete vaJiablwes in 0; from 
s.taooard'!led situatiofis. 

03 MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Compute d&oont, Interest, profit and Io$s; comml$sloo1, markup, and sell()g pOcej ratio am prop;Ytlon; and percrotage. Cakulate surfaces, w\nlies, w~\ghts. and measures. 

AlgEOOo, 

Geometry: 

cakulate pl,3oo aoo road fJglKe5j dtcumference, area, and wkJrne, Understand kiOOs of angles and prC92rties or pai'$ 0( angles. 

03LAHGUAGe VEVI!LQPMENT 

R"""", 
Read a variety of novels, I"fKlIgalOOs, allli.es, and el'lCydopedi3s, 

Read safety rules, k'IstructJo(\s h the use aM makltemnce of m::,p tools and equipmeot, and methods and procedures 10 fOC'dlanbll drawing and layout~. 

Writ<>9' 

Wn"te reports and essays with proper format, puoouatioo, spellOg, and grammar, uslog all parts of spe«h. 

~k before an aucSeOO'l wTIh p:)tse, voke control, clOd confxleoce, using correct E~lish and weR-modulated VOIce. 

02 LEVel REASONlfIG DEVELOPMENT 

J.w,'y (J)ffirooctSe1\Se Ul"lderstand:ng to carry out detailed but unim"Oived vnitteo or (ltal nstnlctions. Oo:aal w~h probtems Invol'l.ng a few coocrete variables In Dr from 
standardized SI\1.IatloC'ls_ 

02 MATHEMATICAL DEVElOPMENT 

Add, subtJact, moItip.'y, and dIVIde aU ooits of moo.sure. Perform the four operations 'hithf.le comrnonand dedmal fractlons. Co«pute ratio, rate, and pecc.ent. Draw and 
kttefprl'!t bat gra~. ~lform arithmet!c opetatioos ffloIv»"lg a:1 American monetary units. 

02 LANGUAGE DEVHOPHEtlT 

Passlve VQCabulary of 5,OOQ-6,OOO .... 'Ofds. Read at rate ot 190-215 .... 'Ords jXj' minute. Read adventure stork!s and comic books, fQoklng up uofamil\3rwo((is lel dictioIlary for 
meaning, spe1!0g, and IX()OIJTlCiatK>n. Read hstroctioos for as.scmbrlOg mcdel catS and arpl,aoes. 

Wnung: 

Write rorrpxHXI and rorr.pIe< sen,teoces, us!tlg corsNe sty'.e, proper end p..mctoafun, and employing aljectlves and il<h'EIbs. 

Speak clearly and dtstlnctly with aw~te paUS(S and empha%, COrre<t proounciatlon, V<3ri9tioos In word order, uslog preset'll, perfect, and future tenses. 

01 lEVEL REASONING DEVelOPMENT 

MY CO!l1lOOO5ef\Se understaO(!lng to carry out slmp'..e one- or two-step Jrutructlons. Deal \'i.th standardized situatlom with occasbool or no V<Iriabm In Qf (rom these 
situations E1lCOUOlered on tOe ):Xl. 

1lI25/2013 9:58 AM 
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01 MATHEMATICAL DEVElOPMEtU 

":ultip.'f and d~lOO 10's and l00's by 2, 3, 4, 5. 

PerfOflTl the fox bas.~ arithme!lc cpe!illXlns willi cOOs as part of a do!l.3r. Perl'Ofm oper.Ithns \'iith units stxh as cup, rJnl, and quart; Indl, root, and yard; and ounce and 

"""". 
01 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

Re;W"'I1g: 

Rec.og;lle meallh;J of 2,500 (mu- Of three-syllable) \\ooros. Read at rate 0( 95-120 V/ords per mlilute. 

Compare sinllariUes and differences betv.'eef\ v.ttds and between series cl numbers. 

Writlr.g: 

Print slmp'e .sentE<KeS ('O(1talrWIg subject, vetb, and object, and seres 0( m/ffibefs, narres, 300 adJies.ses. 

$pea>;,g, 

~I<smi»l sefllM:e5, oslog nocmal .... 'Ofd «cier, and present and past tenses. 

IV. PHYSICAL DEMANDS· STRENGTH RATING (Strength) 

The Plrf$kal Demaods 5tn?ogth RatVlg rellects the estimated overeD strenglli requirement of the job, t>XJ;fes.sed in terms of the letter correspoodlr'lg tG the partkutar strength 
rating, It rEPresents the strength requlrements ..... h1ch are ~red to be Irrpxtaot (or average, $occessful v..'Ofk performance, 

1ha strer,gth rating ls: expressed l1f one of five terms; S€dent<lry, llgM, !-'.edJJm, Heavy, and Very l-fea'J)'. rn order to delennoo the 0'.'eC01 rating, an ev<dwtion is made ()f the 
'o'iOrker's in'I'O.'vemef1llil the following octivities: 

a. Standing, Walking, Sitting 

Staodhg' Rema!n.ilg 00 one's feet i1 an upright jX)Sl000 at a ",uk: stafun 't'oM-oul roo'Mg cixlut. 

Wa~ - p.laYing aOOut on foot. 

Sitting. Remaln~ 10 a seated pJSiOOn, 

b. LIfting, CarT)'lng, Pushing, pullfng 

Uftlng • Ralsb:;! or Iov.wJog an object fiom one level to aOOlher (lOCkldes upvrard polMg), 

(.anyiilg - Transp::rtiog an object, usually hokfiog it In the hands Of' elms, or on the shou!def. 

F\tshlng. Exerting (Ofee upon an object so that the object mct.'eS away from the (Olee (~ s\applr,g, strik.~, kldflg, and tcw1.oe i!d.k¥IS), 

PulJlng • Exerting f()(ce upon an object:50 that the object fOO'leS iOl.'tard the. force (!r.ckJdes jeiklng), 

1JRing, pushing, and pu!ring are ewlualed In terms of bJlh Inter.sity and duraOOn. Coos!deratloo Is given to the weight handled, PJ'Sitkln of the vtorkets bodt, ar.d the aid 
given by hefpeis or me<.hanlcal equipment. Carrying roost often is evaluated 10 terms olliJralloo, weight tamed, aoo distance c.a1Tied. 

EstimaUt\g the Sb-eogth (octOI'" ratiflg for an occupation requres the exefOse of care 00 the part 01 ocaJpaUonaI analysts In evaluating the force and physical effort: a wof'r::er 
JOOSt exert. F(J{ Instance, If the \\'O(',::er Is il a (rouchlog jXlSitiorl, it may be much more d1ffkuft to push an ooject than ~ pushed at waist helght. Also, if the \'lurker Is required 
10 itt cod Cilfry contiooously or push and pull objects wer blg distaoces, the woo:er IDilY exert as fl"O:h ~ys!cal effort as Is required to sf/nllanl rr.(IVe objocts tw'.o:e as heavy, 
rut less freqJEftlly aoo/or ale( shorter dIstaoces. 

c. Controls 

Cootr~ erttail the use 01 one or Ixlth arms or hands (ha!Warm) am/Of roe Of' both feel Of legs (fool!leg) to move rontrW on madJ'oefy Or eqJl9ment. Controls IoduOO but 
afe not Jim~ed to Wtlons, knobs, pedals, levers, and cranks. 

Fotlowhg ate Oescr9llons of the rl\-e terms fn \\hkh the Strength FadOf' is expressed: 

S·Sedelltary Work· Exerting up to Ie) poourds of force occaslonaa( (Occasoo.al~: activity Of' condition e:dsts up to 1/3 of the: lime) aOO/Of' a negllgibk ilmount of force 
frequenUy (FreqtJefltly: activity or condition exists (rom 1/3 to 2/3 0( the lime) to lift, carry, push, pull, orothetwise roo;e objects, Ifldud'og the hu/l\3n boft. Sedei1larywo ... ..: 
nvot..-es s.'ttlng most of the lime, but may Involve 'uaflti'q or stanctr.g for brief peOOOs or time. Jobs: are sedentary it walking and standi1g are r~ ooltoccasklnally 300 aa 
other seder!taty oiteria are met. 

L-light Work· Exffiiog up 10 20 pouOOs of force o::ca.slo/'l.aUy, aOO/ex up to 10 p::l'IJnds of fexce frequently, attdjor a neg\~l~ aIT\CCJ11t 0( frx(e coostanUy (Coost;lnVy: actMty 
Of' conditk:ct e.xi:sts 2]3 or more of the time) 10 move ob}ects. Physka\ demoo reqJlrements are In EXcess of those for SedEntary \'Iorr::. Evrolhough the vle:.gbt lifted may be 
only a negtgible orr.o.mt, a job should be rated L1ght\'lori:: (l) nhen it r~\{es wa~ «.slaooing 10 a sigoificant~oo; ()( {2} v.hen itrequres s,ttting most of lhetime oot 
enlai1spushlog and/or puihg 0( OIm or leg rontrols; aod/fX{3) ",hen thePb reqJ1res WOfkiog ata Plcdoction rate pace l'fltalling the W05tanl (X.Ishilg aoojO(pUn~ of 
fl\3taials even thouril the welglt of those materials is oo:Illgib~. NOTE: The coostant stress and strain of ma't'otalmng a jXoo::kKfun rate pa<:e, ~tly In ~n Industrial settng, 
Ciln 00 attd is rl1ys:.cal~ demarding 01 a wQr~er even tlx:xJgh {he alOOUflt of force exerted Is negrl9ib~. 
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H·Medlum Work· Excm;g 20 to 50 p:;(JI)ds of fotc(l occasmally, and/Q( 10 to 25 p::.!Of'ds of frxce frequefllly, aoo/O( Qfeater than negtigib!e up to 10 JXIUOds of (Olce 
COOStCll\lIy to move objects. Plwslcal Demarxl requiremetlts are iii excess of those for light Worn. 

H·HcovyWork - ExertVlg 50 to 100 pouoosof rewa occ:a.SIOna1tt, aoo/O( 25 to 50 JX)U00s of forre r~l1'J, andlO{ 10 to 20 lXJOOdi 0( fo.-ce c.oostantlyto ITlO'te objects. 
Phy$lCal Demaoo requ\relf.Ents cue n excess 01 those for Hed:Vm Work. 

v-Very Heavy WOlk - Exerting il excess of 100 p:lIJl'Ids of rorw occ3SlOOaltt, aOO/rx In exress of 50 p:>Unds of (cae frequeoUy, aOO/ex- In excess of 20 povod:s 01 focce 
constantly to move ooject§. PhyskcJ Demand leqJlremeots are kl excess of those fIX Heaw Wcxk. . 

V. GUIDE FOR OCWPATlOHAl EXPLORATION (GOE) 

Many )'IXAhsand other ~Ws <Ire unprepared for 60 Effective job search bocause ole 1ad<ofkrlO' ..... o€dge aOOot the klnds 0I}:lbs to tokfor.1hey Mve orflkulty relatl(lg 
Uleir ~t('iestl st.iI!s, and pJtefltiak to awoprlate occopatbos. 10 be effedlve, ~\boal counselors most have svfl1c:lenl ilrormation to matm311In<fMdual's Intefest, 
temperaments, p:>tMtlat ab,1ity and othef personal traits to specific career f>ekls aoo woo:: re<rJuemenlS. 

The GtM for (}roJfJiJtIoi»l ~Cll.kYlwas des);Jned b, the US Emp!oy~tSetvke to' p-O'Me career ooonselofs and other DOTlisefS with additlooallllfofrrntlonaboottlle 
nterests, aptiWOes, enlly level pceparaUoo and other traits required for SlJOCe$Sflll pedormanoo In valialJS OCOJpatbls. The GOE is aM useful k1 self'a~t aoo 
~!or-35SlSted ~tUrl9S to help people vodetstand themselves: realistkally In reg3W to' ~1l at:ilily to' meet}cb fequ!ferner\\$. ()(>;safpttie Infocrrotion p-0'I1dcd for each .... 'Ork 
fIOUP asslsls the WMdua\ III Il.vawUog his (X her o'o'm Interests and relating them to' pertitlent fields O'f\\-ock-

The GOE rode ass!goed to' a defll1.illon prO'lide$ a link oot\vren the «<.tJpaU::x1 defined and the GOE a/TiH'lgement of 1X00pi1Uons \'oith s!mll,ar Interests, aptitudes, a&lptabil:\y 
reqtl!(fll'le((ts, and other Oes.crlptors. 

lhe GOE co::Ilng stnJdure d3SSifies: jobs at three levels of coosldeatlon. The fYsl mel drrilJes ~tJons according to !;V.-eNa klterest il;{eilS (orresp:JOd'.ng to 1rltere:st roctOfS 
kielltiRed through research OO!'Idu<tl"d by the for~ Oivishl ofTestIog '" the US Employment seM:e. The ilterest factors, identified I:rI a NiO-d!glt (odil, are derllied In terms 
of hood Interest requ~ments 0( oocvpaUoos as wen as vocatkJoa\ ntefests of ~Mj!J3Is. The tv.~Nc Jotere:st <Yeas are dermed as fol:OO .... $: 

01 A!tistic 
02 Scientific 
03 plants-Animals 
04 Protective 

05 Mechanical 
06 Industrial 
01 Business Detail 
OB Selling 

09 Acco~mQdating 
10 Hutr:.anitarian 
11 Leading-Influencing 
12 Physical Performing 

The Interest are3S are 1.00) subdMded Into \YO!k 9fOUPS (the se<ood set of t\\'O digitS W':WO tho sbc·dlgit GOE (o:je). Eadl W(I'", fjiOOp contains ocwpatbts requlring s1rt'Jlar 
worker traits and caP3~!it\e$ n related wcrl:. settings, The GOE cootans desafptive Inf()(matoo for eech .... 'Ofkgroup and kkf1tifies ea<h occupation ~ the group WI\h a 
four· digit code and title. In m3l\Y Interest areas, ocoopations that require the. roost educatbo, tralfllng, and experience. are In the first l)'OOp, while those requ!rlog less (omla\ 
edocalbn or ~neOce are listed 11\ too last goop. 

Work groups are tIien sttb&ilded Into su!::qroups: (the third h\'O'dlg/t S(!t n the GOE code) ofOCOJPilUor\s \v/th even more homogeneQvS intefesi:s, apUtOOes, and adapt<lbmty 
requirements. faro subgroup 1:S klenUfled by its unique sIx-dlgll croe and title. 100iMu<l\ cxrupafuns are tlsted a\ph3betica!~ w;thln sOCgroops. Soroo subgroops; (ontaIn 
oxupaUons frortl rmre than one industry, listed within 31pOabetized hOOstrm. 
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DOT IVE Conflict sit stand option 

Author 

Atty rep 

JoIned: 28 May 2004 
Posts: 32 

Baokto top 

View previous toph: ;; Vlew l1ext topic 

Message 

D Posted: Mon Apr 04, 2005 12:45 pm Post subject: DDTfI/E COnllld: sit (<lil quote) 
stand optlon 

r am trying to argue at the USDC that a sIt/stand optlon Is at odds wlth 
the definltlon of sedentary work as deflned In the DDT. (the VE dted sed 
jobs, but did not state why he diverged from the DOl). I see the 
definitional trailer states that sedentary work requires sItting "most of 
the time" and walkIng and standing for ·only brief periods". other than 
that language, Is there any other basis for thls dalm. 

Also, Is there any case law that says the two concepts are at odds. 

~ profile) r$$yiiD 
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guestone 
Guest 
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o Posted: Mon Apr 04, 2005 U:58 pm Post subiect' 

It depends a lot on all sorts of things. What exactly are the parameters 
of the sit/stand option? Step four or five of the sequential evaluation 
process? Which drrult? Howald Is the dalmant? How liberal Is your 
court? Is that your' only argument? 

I used this search string and found this kind of language In about 30 
seconds on l.exls (among 1478 cases for all federal cases): 

ait wlS mnd w/40 sedentary and social wit security 
QUote: 

The regulatlol)S do not mandate the presumption that all sedentary 
jobs In the United Slates require the wOrker to sit without moving for 
six hours, trapped like a seat- belted passenger In the center seat on a 
trnnsomVnental flight. No such CDuntetfntultiYe presumpijon exists.. 

Halloran v. Barnhart, 362 F.ld 28, 33 (2d Clr. 2004) 

David F. Traver 
Traver law Offices 
135 W. Wells street, # 340 
Milwaukee, WI 53203 
866-747-1700 or 414-224-8999 
httn:/Itraverlaw.com 
http://x.trnverlaw.com 

(/;l; protile) ($&7-pm) p~ www) 

D Posted, Man Apr 04,200501:18 pm Post subject: 

10e Agency has acknowledged that most unskllled jobs do not allow for a 
Sit/stand option. See SSR 83-12. On the other hand, the Agency has 
acknowledged that many jobs do allow for a sit/stand option and that 
such a restrlctlon slgnlHcantly erodes the unskllled occupational base. 
See 55R 96-9p. 101s Ruling lends support to Mr. Traver's point that 
details matter: "the RfC must be spedllc as to the frequency of the 
IndiVIdual's need to alternate sittIng and standing." Finally, the fact that 
the DOT does not mention a sll;lstand option Is why the Agency 
promulgated SSR OD-4p. 10ere Is a good argument that the AU was 
obligated to ask the VE to explpaln this dlscrepency. 

4/612005 10:54 AM 
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lnlned: 28 May 2004 
Posts: 32 
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guestone 
Guest 
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Atty rep 

Joined: 28 May ZO04 
Posl!l: 32 

Back to top 

Guest 

CPosted: Mon Apr 04, 200S" 01:22 pm Post subjech (Ql!quote) 

The AU did not get very spectRe. He found the dalmant could perform 
sedentary work with a sit/stand option. There were absolutely no other 
RfC nndlngs or further elaboration. The VI: said he could do his prw as a 
sales manager within those limitations. The AU did not ask If his 
testimony conftlcted with the DOT. I am attempting to argue that It did, 
and that therefore, a remand Is necessary under 00-4p. 

I have other arguments. One Is the failure to make a function by function 
assessment. Another was his dIsCrediting of the claimant on the basis of 
the lack of obj nndlngs despite the fact that his surgeon said "he has had 
a crescendo of significant pain with mechanical loss of motion In the 
neck, rtght shoulder and severe pain In his arms. This Is dearly related to 
his CS-6 central cervical disk.' 

@! protue} f$1tj;m) 

Il Posb!d: Mon Apr 04, 200S 01:33 pm Post subjech (<ill quolo) 

Another can of worms. This gets you Into the Issue of past relevant work 
as usually performed vs. as actually performed. What was the testimony 
about how the work was performed? ErIc Schnaufer has something 
helpful: 

htto:lIwww.sclmaufer.comlstepfour.htm 

Ill'oSted: Mon Apr 04, 2005 01:4B pm PDst subject: I~qu.te) 

The only testImony from the claimant was that there was no lifting. 
Nothing about slttlng or stantllng. In his vocational report, the daimant 
stated that sat for 4 hours .. walked for 3 hours, and stood for 1 hour per 
day. But It Isn't dear to me he was descr1blng the same job In that report 
because It also stated he lilted 50#. Orlglnally he had to 11ft the paper 
products he was selllng--durlng the last 5 years he was a supervisor, 
which Is the job the VE was referrlng to. I think I have a good argument 
that the slt/stand Info In the vocational report did not describe the 
postural requirements of his supervisory work. 

(~'PTO!iI.l ~ 

Il Posted: r~on Apr 04, zoos 03:03 pm Post subject: [<i!I quol. ) 
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Jotned: 13 May 2004 
Posts: 292 

It Is Important to separate out two frfvolous Dr borderline frivolous 
arguments. I am not stating that these arguments were suggested In 
thIs thread. I am just commenting broadly on the Issues raISed. 

Plaintiffs' attorneys routinely make the silly argument that under SSR 
83-12 a claImant at step five who needs a s1l1stand option, who Is 
restricted to unskilled work, and who IS otherwIse restricted to sedentary 
or light work IS disabled as a matter of law. PlaIntiffs' attorneys also 
argue wIthout foundation that VE testimony may not conflict with the 
DOT. (I am not makIng this up.) 

It Is quite easy to prove that a Sit/stand option job Is InconsIstent wIth 
the DOT. 

1. The Agency uses the same definItions as the DOT. 20 CFR 404.1567 
(2005). 

2. A full range of unskilled sedentary work requires the ability to sIt for 
pBl10ds of two hours at one time. SSR 96-9/>. SItting fur two hours at one 
time IS not contemplated by a full range of sedentary work. SSR 9S-9p. A 
sit/stand option Is Inconsistent with the DOT deflnltlon of sedentary work. 

A full range of unskilled light work requIres the ability to sit for prolonged 
periods. See SSR 83-12. A full range of light work does not Include a 
sit/stand option. SSR 83-12. 

(There are about 50 appellate court cases stating more or less 2.) 

3. Therefore, any VE testImony about unskilled sedentary or light work 
with a sIt/stand option Is Inconsistent wIth the DOT. 

4. It IS wise fur a litigant to steal the Commissioner's thunder. When 
maklng the argument 1.-3., the litigant should state expressly and 
clearly that the litigant Is not maklng the argument that VE testimony 
may not conflict with the DOT. Rest assured that the C may make the 
false Imputation that the plaintiff argues that VE testimony may not 
depart from the DOT. In a reply brief, the plaIntiff can state that the 
Commissioner's Imputation has no basis and that the plaIntiff expressly 
anticipated thIS false Imputation In plaintiffs main brief. 

D Posted: Mon Apr 04, 2005 04:25 pm Post subjectt (ailquOI') 

OK, take It from the top. The DOT cannot be In "conflld" with testimony 
on the need to alternate posItions because the DOT does not address the 
availability of such a limitation. The DOT does not address limitations at 

41612005 10:54 AM 
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alii It describes job requirements and characteristics as performed In the 
national economy at the time the DOT research was performed. 

Guest argued otherwise on the ground that the DOT and this agency use 
the same definition of sedentary work, but the definition of sedentary 
work requires the ability to sit "up to" 6 hours per daYi there Is no Hoor 
specified. Guest would like to bootstrap SSRs 83-12 and 96-9p Into the 
DOT, but that Is Inaccurate. The DOT never Incorporated or adopted 
SSA's rulings. The SSA rulings are correct that the "full range' of 
sedentary work requires the ability to sit for two hours at a time, while a 
full range of light requires the ability to sit for prolonged perlods. but a 
sit/stand option Is "less than a full range" of sedentary or light work. 
Hence, a VE Is required· It IS error for the judge to omit the time 
parameters. 

@ p!o!i1.) trur."J;m) 

[l Posted: Tue Apr aS, 2005 06:42 pm Post subject: 

I am remlilar only with 7th circuit law on the subject which Is not In your 
favor. Please, see Powers v. Apfel, 207 F.3d 431,436-7 (7th Clr. 2000). 

[l PosIEd: Wed Apr 05, 200S 01:17 pm Post subject: 

JudgMental and Guest present what I think are two conceptually distinct 
approaches to SSR 00-4p about when there Is an Inconsistency between 
the DOT and VE testimony. IMHO, one of these approaches explains why 
VEs so olten say "no" when asked whether testimony of jobs for a 
restrlcted range of sedentary work conflict with the DOT. 

If we think of ali sedentary jobs as a pool, then What marks out the 
margins of the pool Is the definition of the full range of sedentary work. 
Not every job In the pool has duties that stretch out to the margins In all 
directions. Thus, the pool holds jobs for which lilting never reaches 10 
pounds. It also In dudes jobs for which standing and walking Is "very 
little," meaning less than 2 of B hours. 

This pool-of'jobs Idea illuminates these two different concepts of 
Inconsistency: 

1. Every time a VE testifies to jobs that depart from the margin, there's 
an InconSistency. 
2. As long as the VE has dipped the jobs out of the pool, there's no 
Inconsistency _ 

416/2005 J 0:54 AM 
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It's my belief that most VEs thInk In terms of no. 2. I thInk thIs is why 
the answer Is no often "no InconsIstency" when an AU asks the SSR 
OD-4p question In connectlon with a hypo for a restricted range of 
sedentary work. 

This Is unofficial. I've posted It In my private capacIty either off the dock, 
on a break, or from home. This mIght be wrong. Probably, It IS wrong. 
Please don't Infer any SSA approval for What 1 post. 

lOA 

@i'rotn.)~ 

D Posted: Wed Apr 06, 2005 02:21 pm Post subject: (@lquote' 

Very lYell put. The VE Is giving testimony In response to a hypothetical 
that should always reflect something less than the full range of lYork In 
any speclfic exertlonal category. The VE Is, then, asked whether hls/her 
testImony Is consistent WIth the DOT, whIch It Is because the DOT 
assIgnment of a job to the sedentary or light categories does not Imply 
that the specIRc job requItes the full range of sedentary or light work, 
only that the job falls wIthIn the ranges applicable to sedentary or light 
work. 

@prolll')~ 
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OPa$Ud1 ThU)Jn 09, 200S O&!SQ pm tust~ $ed~ jobS ~ f«' ttet ~L~J) -.. 
AU found dalmant JJmtted in sedeotilry weI1/: wltfl the .nowante to have both feet 
elevated to waist le'l'el 50% of v.-ontd3y 'IE satd the rohwtng jobs could stilt be 

perfOrmed: 
S\lNeUlante system moniter, admlnlstraHvo. sopport deri<, and Investlgatorl 

adjuster 

The fast twa are tl*d as I1ght In th:e DOT bnd I ~nnot IN!lleve tbatany employu 
would allow for an empSovee to slt around h31t the day wIth thelr feet on their d~ 
• Any comments? 

Old )"OU ask the VE. (or hls/her bas'ls for the tondushm that the dalmant can 
perform these jobs Yrtth I.hts limitation? 

Has tm VE placed anyoM With this I!mltathm1 
, . 

0Jd the VE understand that Jobs ~Wrtng an actOmodatron are NOT ovcfilabfe to 
the claimant? 

It's not true just bemuse the. VE says It's true.. 

I would have a lot of respect for any AU who would not 8«:epl thlS klrn:I of 
testimony from a ve without Vf:J'Y ham $Ujlportlng evidence such as a publ/altlon, 
job SUtVey, etc It ls amaxlng how some AUs appar not: to notice that: rtom day to 
day, dm'etem. VEs describe the same. occupations wlth lM'erent sitlh levels, 
dlfferent job numbert:, and different and extreme allowances for sUtJog and 
standlng at'MD, leg eJevilUon, etc.. wh!ch to anyone who hilS ever BduaUy worked 
for a lMngln the real world, seem 50 extreme. You would think they would 00 
ahgered and Insulted to have that Idnd of Il!Stimony be'rore them. 
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SAMPLE VOCATIONAL EXPERT PROBLEM 

The claimant is 44 years old .. He has a 10'h grade education. He has no past relevant . 

WOlk. 

Q [by AU]: Let's assume tbatthis person can - he could dosiinple, 

routine tasks with very short, simple instructions. He can sustain ali 

ordinary routine, adapt to changes ,vithout special supervision and perform 

simple repetitive wotk. He can perform a full range of work at the light 

exertionallevel, but needs to take asthma precautions .. He needs to avoid 

fumes, noxious odors and dust. Are there any jobs that exist? 

A There would be product inspectors, visually inspecting completed 

products. At1he light level these are entry level, simple, unsldlledjobs.· 

There's about 1,600 in the region with various DOT numbers. Nationally, 

I w'auld estimate therb's about 100, 00 of these types of jobs. There would 

also be jobs like cashier II and ticket seller jobs, and I would say in the 

region there's about 13,000 and nationally over 700,000 of -these jobs. 

Q. [by AU] lfwe assume that a person can lift np to ten pounds, stand 

and walk for two to four hours, and has limited lifting with his non" 

dominant right arm. With those addiiionallirnitations, could he still 

perform the jobs you identified. 

-& 
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y~. It does notrepresent a full range of light work because of 

lifting and standing; The number of jobs would be reduced by maybe half 

because of the inability to stand for the full eight homs and the inability to 

lift more than 10 pounds. 

Q. [by Rep] Is that a full range of sedentary work? 

A. Yes, I mean it would represent a full range of sedentary work -

like the cashiering and ticket sellingjobs. 

Q. [by Rep.] Isn't ticket selling mostly stanc,ling. 

A. No, those numbers represent the ones where he rould be seated. 

That's why it's reduced. 

...... ' 



Q. [by Rep.] Now, I want you assume 1I1e same age, education and past 

relevant work as previously. AssUme that1his person has the following 

limitations. Moderate limitations in the following areas: 

Ability to perform activities with a schedule 

Maintain regular attendaoce and be punctual 

Complete a normal work week 

Respond appropriately to changes in the work setting. 

Additionally, the person has marked limitations in the ability to set realist\' G 

goals or make plans independently. 

A. Well, I think1hat compromise a person's ability to hold ajob, to 

get ajob and hold ajob. With all 1I10se moderate limitations, he 

would be a marginal employee. But with 1hat marked impairment 

.of independent planning, 1hat would affect his ability to get to 

work every day. He would need a good bit of structure. And that 

would compromise the ability to really get to work and function in 

the competitive work environment. 
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No. 13-3624 

MICHELE A. HERRMANN, 
Plailltiff-Appellallt, 

v. 

CAROLYN W. COLVIN, Acting Commissioner of Social 
Security, 

Defendallt-Appellee. 

Appeal from the United States District Court for the 
Northern District of Indiana, Fort Wayne Division. 

No. 1:12-cv-00229-JEM - John E. Martin, Magistrate JlIdge. 

ARGUED OCTOBER 28, 2014 - DECIDED DECEMBER 4, 2014 

Before BAUER, POSNER, and TINDER, CirclIit Judges. 

POSNER, CirclIit JlIdge. The plaintiff (we'll call her the ap
plicant) applied for Supplemental Security Income, which is 
a benefit for which low-income people who are aged, blind, 
or disabled are eligible. She was turned down by an admin
istrative law judge of the Social Security Administration for 
the benefit she sought for years before she turned 55. But be
cause of the less demanding showing of disability required 
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of applicants that age and older, she was deemed to have 
become disabled when she reached 55. She appealed the par
tial denial unsuccessfully, first to the appeals council of the 
Social Security Administration and then to the district court, 
and she now appeals to us. 

The applicant's treating physicians, together with three 
consultative physicians selected by the Social Security Ad
ministration who examined the applicant and studied her 
medical records, advised the administrative law judge that 
she suffers from fibromyalgia, spinal disk disease, "photo
phobia" (abnormal sensitivity to light), and other ailments 
unnecessary to discuss, and that as a result she walks halt
ingly, has difficulty gripping objects, experiences difficulty 
in rising from a sitting position, has trouble concentrating in 
a bright room or when looking at a computer screen, and as 
a result of this assemblage of impairments cannot do even 
light work on a full-time basis. If this is right she was disa
bled before she turned 55 and is therefore entitled to a back 
payment of Supplemental Security Income. 

"Light work" is defined by the Social Security Admin
istration as work that "involves lifting no more than 20 
pounds at a time with frequent lifting or carrying of objects 
weighing up to 10 pounds. Even though the weight lifted 
may be very little, a job is in this category when it requires a 
good deal of walking or standing, or when it involves sitting 
most of the time with some pushing and pulling of arm or 
leg controls. To be considered capable of performing a full or 
wide range of light work, you must have the ability to do 
substantially all of these activities. If someone can do light 
work, we determine that he or she can also do sedentary 
work, unless there are additional limiting factors such as loss 
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of fine dexterity or inability to sit for long periods of time." 
20 c.P.R. § 404.1567. This is a pretty precise description of 
the type of work that, according to the findings by the doc
tors regarding the applicant's physical limitations, she can't 
perform. 

But the administrative law judge brushed aside the phy
sicians' findings. Typical was his statement that the opinion 
of Dr. Dauschel~ one of the applicant's treating physicians, 
would be "given no significant weight, because the func
tionallimitations are not supported by Dr. Dauscher's sparse 
treatment statement notes or by examination findings made 
by other physicians." The administrative law judge seems to 
have thought that a physician's evidence can be disregarded 
unless he has detailed notes to back it up and other physi
cians provide identical evidence even if they don't contradict 
him-in other words no credibility without corroboration. 
These are insufficient grounds for disbelieving the evidence 
of a qualified professional. 

The administrative law judge discussed at greatest length 
the evidence of Dr. Michael Holton, one of the consultative 
physicians, saying that Holton had 

diagnosed fibromyalgia and lumbar degenerative disk dis
ease. No sensory deficits were noted, and manipulative 
abilities were·normal. Dr. Holton ... opined that the claim
ant can lift and carry up to 20 pounds occasionally but 
would be "unlikely" to be able to work eight hours a day. 
He also indicated that the claimant would be able to do on
ly occasional reaclling, handling, and fingering. This opin
ion is [to be] given little weight, except as to the lifting lim
itations, because Dr. Holton's examination findings of 5/5 
muscle strength, normal sensation and normal manipula
tive abilities are not consistent with his assessment that the 
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claimant cannot sustain sitting, standing and walking for 
eight hours and has limitations regarding reaching, han
dling and fingering .... [Another consultative physician, a 
Dr. Sands] commented that the opinion of consultative ex
aminer Dr. Holton was not [that is, should not be] given 
weight because the deficits Dr. Holton noted upon exami
nation were not consistent with fibromyalgia. Further
more, [Dr. Holton] failed to recognize the likelihood of 
symptom magnification and interpreted subjective find
ings as objective manifestations of disease [citations to ex
hibits omitted]. 

This is garbled. Consider first the criticisms by Dr. Sands. 
Sands could not have been talking about Dr. Holton, because 
Sands's report preceded Holton's. The government's lawyer 
admitted this at the oral argument but speculated that it was 
a "scrivener's error" -that the administrative law judge had 
meant Dr. Ksionski when he said Dr. Holton. TIlis is possi
ble, but we can't assume it to be true on the basis of the law
yer's speculation. 

Consider next the statement attributed by the adminis
trative law judge to Holton that "manipulative abilities were 
normal." In fact Holton noted "grip strength" measurements 
of 31 pounds for the applicant's right hand and 11 pounds 
for her left, which are well below the normal range for wom
en of the applicant's age. See, e.g., Virgil Mathiowetz et al., 
"Grip and Pinch Strength: Normative Data for Adults," 66 
Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitatioll 69, 71 (1985), 
www.fcesoftware.com/images/5_Grip_and_Pinch_Norms.p 
df (visited Dec. 4, 2014). The applicant in our case may have 
areas of strength and be able to feel things ("normal sensa
tion") without having the grip strength that she'd need at 
work. The administrative law judge failed to compare X-ray 
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and MRI evidence presented by Holton that revealed spinal 
disease of sufficient gravity to engender the limitations on 
gait, gripping (an important manipulative ability), and rising 
(for example, getting up from a chair one is sitting in 01' 

straightening up after lifting something) that he found she 
had. 

It's true that Holton reported that the applicant's "fine 
finger manipulative abilities appear normal." "'Fingering' 
involves picking, pinching, or otherwise working primarily 
with the fingers. It is needed to perform most unskilled sed
entary jobs and to perform certain skilled and semiskilled 
jobs at all levels of exertion." Social Security Ruling 85-15:2. 
But Holton had also opined that the applicant would have 
trouble "handling," a finding that is consistent with reduced 
grip sh'ength (indeed, gripping is a form of handling) and is 
an essential manipulative activity in a great many jobs. The 
Social Security ruling that we've just been quoting from ex
plains that "handling (seizing, holding, grasping, turning or 
otherwise working primarily with the whole hand or hands) 
are activities required in almost all jobs. Significant limita
tions of reaching or handling, therefore, may eliminate a 
large number of occupations a person could otherwise do." 

The district court's statement that "the ALl's evaluation 
of Dr. Holton's opinion may not be perfect" is a considerable 
understatement. Coupled with the administrative law 
judge's unreasoned brush off of the evidence offered by the 
other consulting physicians, his confused rejection of Dr. 
Holton's evidence should have persuaded the district judge 
to reverse the denial of relief to the applicant and remand 
the matter to the Social Security Administration. 
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There is more that is wrong with the administrative law 
judge's opinion. TIle more involves an issue we discussed in 
Browning v. Colvin, 766 F.3d 702, 708-12 (7th Cir. 2014), con
cerning testimony by vocational experts regarding the num
ber of jobs in the local, state, and national economy that an 
applicant for social security disability benefits is capable of 
performing. The Social Security Administration does not try 
to determine whether an applicant would have any real 
chance of landing a job, even if physically and mentally ca
pable of performing the work required by it, but it does re
quire a determination of whether work that the applicant is 
capable of doing "exists in significant numbers" in the econ
omy. 42 U.S.c. § 423(d)(2)(A); 20 C.F.R. § 416.966(a). If the 
only jobs that the applicant is physically and mentally capa
ble of doing no longer exist in the American economy (such 
as pin setter, phrenologist, leech collector, milkman, pony 
express rider, and daguerreotypist), the applicant is disabled 
from working, and likewise, as a realistic matter, if there is 
an insignificant number of such jobs. 

Asked at oral argument, the government lawyers in both 
social security disability cases argued before us on October 
28 confessed ignorance of the source and accuracy of such 
statistics, about which we had expressed profound doubt in 
the Browning case. We are not alone in harboring such 
doubts. See Brault v. Social Secllrity Administration, 683 F.3d 
443, 446-47 (2d Cir. 2012) (per curiam); Guiton v. Colvin, 546 
F. App'x 137, 143--45 (4th Cir. 2013) (concurring opinion); Jon 
C. Dubin, "Overcoming Gridlock: Campbell After a Quarter
Century and Bureaucratically Rational Gap-Filling in Mass 
Justice Adjudication in the Social Security Administration's 
Disability Programs," 62 Administrative L. Rev. 937, 964-71 
(2010); Peter J. Lemoine, "Crisis of Confidence: The Inade-
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quacies of Vocational Evidence Presented at Social Security 
Disability Hearings, Part II," Social Security FOl"llJll, Sept. 
2012, p. 4. 

The administrative law judge found that the applicant 
was capable of performing "a restricted range of light 
work." On the basis of that finding a vocational expert testi
fied that the applicant "would be able to perform the re
quirements of representative unskilled light occupations 
such as: cashier, with 1,000 such jobs existing in the Fort 
Wayne region [where the applicant lives] and 10,000 such 
jobs existing in Indiana; shipping and receiving weigher, 
with 200 jobs in the region and 2,000 jobs in Indiana; and 
production inspector, with 500 jobs in the region and 5,000 
jobs in Indiana" (citations omitted). For unexplained reasons 
he didn't estimate the number of jobs in these categories in 
the nation as a whole. 

The only public source that the vocational expert cited 
for the numbers we've just quoted was the Dictionary of Oc
cupational Titles (4th ed. 1991) (the "DOT" as it is called). He 
did testify that he had also relied on his "knowledge of the 
industry" - "my past experience, knowledge of these posi
tions, employers that do accommodate for individuals with 
varying degrees of limitations or impairments, hence per
sonal experience and labor market surveys [] account for a 
portion of my testimony." But he didn't explain how im
pressions from unspecified past experience and 
"knowledge" could enable him to determine numbers of 
particular jobs. Nor did he reveal what surveys he had relied 
upon and what they had shown. 

As for his reference to the DOT, not only is that an obso
lete catalog of jobs (most of the entries in it date back to 
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1977) but it contains no statistics regarding the number of 
jobs in a given job category that exist in the local, state, or 
national economy. For the numbers, vocational experts nor
mally rely on a journal called the Occupational Employment 
Quarterly, published by a company called u.s. Publishing, 
although the vocational expert in this case did not mention 
the journal. The source of the journal's statistics is census da
ta, and the Census Bureau reports not the number of jobs in 
each job category in the DOT but instead the number of jobs 
in a broader job category that includes some of the DOT's 
narrower categories. The vocational expert divides the num
ber of jobs in the broad categOlY by the number of finer cate
gories within the broad category, and the result is his esti
mate of the number of jobs in the finer category, that is, the 
number of jobs the administrative law judge believes the ap
plicant for benefits is capable of performing. 

So if the broad category contains 10,000 jobs, and there 
are 20 finer categories within it, one of which consists of the 
jobs the applicant can perform, the vocational expert would 
estimate, and the administrative law judge accept, that there 
were 500 jobs in that category. That would be an arbitrary 
estimate, since there would be no basis for thinking that all 
the finer categories include the same number of jobs
namely, in our example, 10,000 divided by 500. (For this un
derstanding of how the vocational experts arrive at their 
conclusions, see, besides the sources cited earlier, David F. 
Traver, "Cross-Examination of Vocational Expert on U.S. 
Publishing Data," Attomey Education Center, www.jamesedu 
cationcenter.com/articles/cross-examination-public-data/ 
(visited Dec. 4, 2014), reporting an admission by a vocational 
expert that this is indeed how vocational experts arrive at 
their numbers.) 
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We do not know how the vocational expert in this case 
calculated the numbers to which he testified. Nothing in the 
record enables us to verify those numbers, which the admin
istrative law judge accepted. 

While we're trying to solve or at least identify puzzles, 
we'll take a crack at one more-why it is that the vocational 
expert is required to estimate the number of jobs in the ap
plicant's locality and region, as well as in the nation as a 
whole, that the applicant for benefits can perform. For if 
there is a substantial number of such jobs in the nation, the 
applicant's claim fails, no matter how few there are in his 
locality or region. We are guessing that the reason for requir
ing estimates of local and regional job availability as well as 
national is that the number of jobs of a particular type in the 
nation as a whole might be very small, yet if they were con
centrated in the applicant's area he might have a significant 
opportunity for obtaining work that he was capable of per
forming even though people living elsewhere would not 
have that opportunity. 

REVERSED AND REMANDED. 


